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tive attitudes towards Christians﻿among﻿Muslim﻿and﻿Hindu﻿students,﻿
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dents,﻿and﻿T-tests﻿(where﻿possible)﻿of﻿means﻿between﻿religious﻿groups﻿of﻿
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but﻿ the﻿ way﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ students﻿ understand﻿ conflict﻿ be-
tween﻿religious﻿groups.﻿More﻿specifically﻿we﻿study﻿Christian,﻿Muslim﻿and﻿Hin-


































cific﻿ causes﻿ among﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ college﻿ students﻿ in﻿ Tamil﻿
Nadu.﻿We﻿have﻿chosen﻿these﻿beliefs﻿for﻿their﻿cross-religious﻿comparability﻿and﻿
for﻿ their﻿ potential﻿ explanatory﻿ power﻿ of﻿ conflict﻿ attribution.﻿ Moreover,﻿ we﻿
have﻿selected﻿scales﻿which﻿are﻿validated﻿in﻿previous﻿research.﻿Each﻿chapter﻿is﻿
structured﻿as﻿follows:﻿a﻿brief﻿introduction,﻿leading﻿to﻿a﻿detailed﻿description﻿of﻿












Chapter﻿ 4﻿ dwells﻿ on﻿ the﻿ concept﻿ of﻿ mystical﻿ experience.﻿ The﻿ theoretical﻿
framework﻿ of﻿ mystical﻿ experience﻿ by﻿Walter﻿ Stace﻿ (1961)﻿ forms﻿ the﻿ basis﻿ of﻿

























terreligious﻿ conflict:﻿ socio-economic,﻿ political,﻿ ethnic-cultural﻿ and﻿ religious﻿
causes.﻿The﻿explanation﻿of﻿the﻿first﻿two﻿types,﻿derived﻿from﻿so-called﻿realistic﻿
conflict﻿ group﻿ theory,﻿ is﻿ competition﻿ for﻿ scarce﻿ resources﻿ (economic﻿ wealth﻿
and﻿political﻿power).﻿The﻿other﻿two﻿causes﻿(ethnic-cultural﻿and﻿religious)﻿con-
sider﻿ group﻿ identification﻿ sufficient﻿ reason﻿ for﻿ conflictive﻿ relationships.﻿ Our﻿













ings﻿ show﻿ differences﻿ between﻿ religious﻿ group﻿ regarding﻿ beliefs﻿ that﻿ inspire﻿
force-driven﻿ religious﻿ conflict,﻿ while﻿ the﻿ personal﻿ characteristics﻿ inducing﻿






institutional﻿ religious﻿ practice﻿ and﻿ negative﻿ attitudes﻿ towards﻿ Christians﻿ in-
duce﻿ attribution﻿ of﻿ conflict﻿ to﻿ force-driven﻿ causes,﻿ while﻿ vertical﻿ mysticism,﻿
monism﻿and﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿reduce﻿agreement﻿with﻿force-driven﻿
religious﻿ conflict.﻿ The﻿ findings﻿ on﻿ personal﻿ characteristics﻿ are﻿ identical﻿ for﻿





























tional﻿ Academy﻿ of﻿ Practical﻿ Theology﻿ (IAPT)﻿ in﻿ Berlin﻿ (2007),﻿ Amsterdam﻿
(2011)﻿and﻿Toronto﻿(2013).﻿These﻿international﻿platforms﻿of﻿experts﻿served﻿as﻿a﻿
















gion:﻿a﻿methodological﻿contribution’﻿in﻿the﻿Journal of Empirical Theology﻿( JET)﻿
27﻿(Hermans﻿&﻿Sterkens﻿2014).﻿Parts﻿of﻿chapter﻿3﻿were﻿published﻿as﻿‘Religious﻿
practice﻿ and﻿ religious﻿ socialization:﻿ comparative﻿ research﻿ among﻿ Christian,﻿
Muslim﻿and﻿Hindu﻿students﻿ in﻿Tamil﻿Nadu’﻿ in﻿ JET 20﻿(Anthony,﻿Hermans﻿&﻿
Sterkens﻿2007).﻿An﻿earlier﻿version﻿of﻿chapter﻿4﻿was﻿presented﻿to﻿an﻿academic﻿
audience﻿ as﻿ ‘A﻿ comparative﻿ study﻿ of﻿ mystical﻿ experience﻿ among﻿ Christian,﻿
Muslim,﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ students﻿ in﻿ Tamil﻿ Nadu’﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Journal for the Scientific 







Francis﻿and﻿Hans-Georg﻿Ziebertz:﻿ The public significance of religion﻿ (Leiden:﻿
Brill),﻿but﻿this﻿article﻿contained﻿results﻿on﻿Christian﻿respondents﻿only﻿and﻿was﻿
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that﻿ faced﻿ the﻿ government.﻿ At﻿ this﻿ moment,﻿ however,﻿ far﻿ from﻿ being﻿ at﻿ the﻿
centre﻿of﻿power,﻿the﻿father﻿of﻿the﻿nation,﻿Mahatma﻿Gandhi,﻿was﻿away﻿in﻿No-







death.﻿ In﻿ another﻿ childhood﻿ memory﻿ in﻿ his﻿ recent﻿ book,﻿ My journey. Trans-
forming dreams into actions,﻿Dr﻿Abdul﻿Kalam﻿also﻿recalls﻿how﻿his﻿father﻿Jainu-




turban﻿ and﻿ imam’s﻿ cloak,﻿ another﻿ in﻿ his﻿ dhoti﻿ and﻿ the﻿ third﻿ in﻿ his﻿ cassock.﻿
They﻿met﻿every﻿Friday﻿evening﻿at﻿around﻿four-thirty﻿and﻿discussed﻿matters﻿of﻿
religion﻿and﻿the﻿happenings﻿of﻿the﻿town.﻿Sometimes﻿people﻿came﻿to﻿visit﻿them﻿
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munication﻿ or﻿ scotching﻿ rumours﻿ before﻿ they﻿ assumed﻿ dangerous﻿ propor-





India﻿ stand﻿ out﻿ against﻿ the﻿ backdrop﻿of﻿ religious﻿ socialization﻿ in﻿ the﻿ family﻿
and﻿educational﻿environment.﻿Exploring﻿the﻿potential﻿of﻿religions﻿in﻿the﻿lived﻿
experience﻿of﻿students﻿is﻿in﻿fact﻿the﻿basic﻿thrust﻿of﻿our﻿research.















lowers﻿of﻿different﻿ religions﻿ is﻿nothing﻿unusual;﻿ it﻿has﻿ in﻿ fact﻿blemished﻿ the﻿
history﻿of﻿peoples﻿all﻿over﻿the﻿world.﻿What﻿is﻿new﻿is﻿that﻿in﻿a﻿globalized﻿world﻿




agement﻿and﻿conflict﻿ resolution﻿have﻿also﻿sprung﻿up﻿ in﻿various﻿parts﻿of﻿ the﻿
world.﻿ Research﻿ to﻿ uncover﻿ the﻿ underlying﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ violence﻿ and﻿
1﻿ For﻿transliteration﻿of﻿Sanskrit﻿and﻿Tamil﻿words,﻿we﻿have﻿followed﻿the﻿contemporary﻿trend﻿of﻿
keeping﻿the﻿diacritical﻿marks﻿to﻿the﻿minimum.﻿On﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿the﻿proposal﻿by﻿Jacobsen﻿(2009)﻿























































cluding﻿ tribal﻿ religions﻿ –﻿ other﻿ than﻿ the﻿ six﻿ main﻿ religions.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ southern﻿
state﻿of﻿Tamil﻿Nadu﻿the﻿proportion﻿alters﻿to﻿88,1%﻿Hindus,﻿6,1%﻿Christians﻿and﻿





out﻿ entering﻿ into﻿ a﻿ debate﻿ whether﻿ Dravidians﻿ or﻿ Tamils﻿ are﻿ indigenous﻿ to﻿
India﻿or﻿are﻿of﻿Mediterranean,﻿African﻿or﻿Far﻿Eastern﻿origin,﻿we﻿may﻿safely﻿af-
firm﻿that﻿their﻿culture﻿is﻿pre-Aryan﻿and﻿has﻿played﻿a﻿key﻿role﻿in﻿shaping﻿Indian﻿
































the﻿ golden﻿ age﻿ of﻿ Tamil﻿ literature﻿ (Subrahmanian﻿ 1981;﻿ Swaminathan﻿ 1992;﻿
Varadarajan﻿1972).﻿Among﻿these﻿early﻿Tamil﻿works﻿Thirukkuṟal, composed﻿by﻿
Thiruvalluvar﻿ (some﻿ time﻿ in﻿ the﻿ first﻿ three﻿ centuries﻿ CE),﻿ excels﻿ as﻿ a﻿ monu-
mental﻿work﻿of﻿lofty﻿wisdom﻿and﻿a﻿compendium﻿of﻿Tamil﻿cultural﻿values.﻿It﻿
expounds﻿the﻿three﻿basic﻿purposes﻿or﻿meanings﻿of﻿life﻿as﻿understood﻿in﻿Tamil﻿
culture:﻿ aṟam﻿ (virtue,﻿ righteousness),﻿ porul﻿ (wealth)﻿ and﻿ iṉbam﻿ (happiness)﻿







sophico-theological﻿ tradition﻿ in﻿ India﻿ (Rajasingham﻿ 1986;﻿ Dayanandan﻿ 1988;﻿
Jaswant﻿Raj﻿1989).﻿One﻿of﻿the﻿finest﻿features﻿of﻿ancient﻿Tamil﻿society﻿was﻿its﻿
religious﻿tolerance﻿and﻿spirit﻿of﻿free﻿enquiry.﻿“Yām peṟṟa iṉbam peruga iv vai-
yakam”﻿(May﻿the﻿entire﻿world﻿share﻿in﻿the﻿happiness﻿that﻿has﻿been﻿granted﻿to﻿
us)﻿ aptly﻿ describes﻿ the﻿ universalistic﻿ outlook﻿ of﻿ Tamil﻿ culture﻿ (Hirudayam﻿
1977).﻿
Language,﻿culture﻿and﻿religion﻿have﻿grown﻿in﻿an﻿interrelated﻿way﻿in﻿Tamil﻿to﻿



















tains﻿ (Gandhidasan﻿ 1988;﻿ Clothey﻿ 2009;﻿Venkatesan﻿ 2009),﻿ and﻿ the﻿ Ammaṉs﻿




Dravidian﻿ Association﻿ or﻿ Tamiḻ Caṅkam﻿ (1916),﻿ E.V.﻿ Ramasamy’s﻿ Drāvida 




































in﻿ 1536–1537,﻿ but﻿ the﻿ new﻿ converts﻿ were﻿ left﻿ without﻿ a﻿ shepherd﻿ until﻿ 1542﻿
when﻿ St﻿ Francis﻿ Xavier﻿ (1506–1552)﻿ landed﻿ among﻿ them﻿ with﻿ his﻿ relentless﻿
missionary﻿zeal.﻿Though﻿mass﻿conversions,﻿with﻿little﻿preparation﻿and﻿no﻿pe-
riod﻿of﻿moral﻿probation,﻿continued﻿under﻿Xavier,﻿he﻿saw﻿to﻿it﻿that﻿his﻿work﻿was﻿
consolidated﻿ by﻿ his﻿ followers﻿ like﻿ Antony﻿ Criminali﻿ (1520–1549)﻿ and﻿ Henry﻿
Henriques﻿ (1520–1600),﻿who﻿were﻿ the﻿ first﻿missionaries﻿ to﻿master﻿Tamil﻿and﻿
familiarize﻿themselves﻿with﻿the﻿Tamil﻿socio-cultural﻿context﻿(Neill﻿1984;﻿Thek-
kedath﻿1982;﻿Mundadan﻿1984).﻿








other﻿ missionaries﻿ of﻿ his﻿ time.﻿ Amid﻿ opposition﻿ from﻿ within﻿ and﻿ without,﻿
wars,﻿ violence﻿ and﻿ famine﻿ the﻿ early﻿ missionaries﻿ (like﻿ Roberto﻿ de﻿ Nobili,﻿
Balthasar﻿da﻿Costa,﻿St﻿John﻿de﻿Britto,﻿Costanzo﻿Giuseppe﻿Beschi)﻿and﻿catechists﻿
(like﻿Muthudaiyan,﻿Yesu﻿Adiyan﻿and﻿Savarirayan)﻿extended﻿the﻿Madurai﻿mis-











ture,﻿ Giuseppe﻿ Beschi﻿ (1680–1747),﻿ whose﻿ Tēmbāvani,﻿ an﻿ epic﻿ on﻿ St﻿ Joseph,﻿
ranks﻿among﻿the﻿most﻿cherished﻿classics﻿of﻿Tamil﻿literature.﻿Adaptation﻿or﻿the﻿
beginnings﻿of﻿inculturation﻿of﻿the﻿Christian﻿faith﻿in﻿the﻿Tamil﻿cultural﻿context﻿
can﻿be﻿traced﻿back﻿to﻿these﻿ fertile﻿ times﻿of﻿cultural﻿missionary﻿ involvement﻿
(Subrahmanian﻿1981;﻿Rajamanickam﻿1971,﻿1972a,﻿1972b).﻿
The﻿ intense﻿ missionary﻿ activity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ 16th﻿ and﻿ 17th﻿ centuries﻿ reached﻿ a﻿
point﻿of﻿stagnation﻿and﻿decline﻿in﻿Tamil﻿Nadu﻿at﻿the﻿dawn﻿of﻿the﻿19th﻿century.﻿
But﻿the﻿spiritual﻿renewal﻿in﻿the﻿West﻿reinvigorated﻿the﻿Christian﻿communities﻿





















































the﻿ spread﻿ of﻿ Islam﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Ganges﻿ valley﻿ and﻿ in﻿ Gujarat﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 11th﻿ century﻿
through﻿the﻿work﻿of﻿wandering﻿sufi,﻿Muslim﻿mystics﻿from﻿Yemen.﻿The﻿appeal﻿
of﻿sufi masters﻿was﻿the﻿offer﻿of﻿direct﻿experience﻿of﻿God,﻿like﻿that﻿propounded﻿








refers﻿ to﻿ Tamil-speaking﻿ Muslims﻿ of﻿ Arab-Tamil﻿ descent,﻿ who﻿ believed﻿ that﻿















Movement﻿ in﻿ 1925,﻿ Tamil﻿ Muslims﻿ were﻿ welcomed﻿ as﻿ part﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Dravidian﻿
fold.﻿Together﻿with﻿the﻿Tanjore﻿School﻿of﻿Islamic﻿Thought,﻿spearheaded﻿by﻿B.﻿












































society﻿ into﻿ some﻿ congruence﻿ with﻿ the﻿ requirements﻿ of﻿ a﻿ modern﻿ political﻿






India.﻿The﻿ initial﻿ stage﻿ of﻿ this﻿ prolonged﻿ struggle﻿ can﻿ be﻿ traced﻿ back﻿ to﻿ the﻿










minic)﻿ hegemony,﻿ thus﻿ branding﻿ other﻿ religious﻿ minorities﻿ like﻿ Muslims,﻿













































ism﻿based﻿on﻿Sarva dharma samabhāva (goodwill﻿towards﻿all﻿religions).﻿This﻿
concept﻿did﻿guarantee﻿equality﻿and﻿ tolerance﻿ for﻿all﻿ religions.﻿Nehru,﻿a﻿ self-
declared﻿agnostic,﻿advocated﻿a﻿nonreligious﻿perspective﻿based﻿on﻿science﻿and﻿
socialism,﻿guaranteeing﻿equal﻿rights﻿and﻿opportunities﻿for﻿all.﻿In﻿his﻿view﻿secu-


















are﻿ Madhya﻿ Pradesh,﻿ Orissa,﻿ Chattisgarh,﻿ Gujarat,﻿ Rajasthan﻿ and﻿ Himachal﻿



















brief﻿ historical﻿ account﻿ of﻿ conversions﻿ in﻿ medieval﻿ times﻿ and﻿ in﻿ the﻿ period﻿
prior﻿to﻿independence.﻿But﻿more﻿recently﻿dalits﻿in﻿particular﻿have﻿become﻿in-
creasingly﻿ vocal﻿ about﻿ systematic﻿ maltreatment﻿ at﻿ the﻿ hands﻿ of﻿ high-caste﻿
Hindus﻿and﻿hope﻿to﻿overcome﻿discrimination﻿through﻿conversion.﻿Mass﻿con-
version,﻿then,﻿has﻿become﻿a﻿form﻿of﻿collective﻿protest﻿against﻿oppressive﻿hier-








Assembly,﻿ the﻿Niyogi Report, the﻿Hindu﻿personal﻿ laws﻿and﻿the﻿ legislation﻿on﻿
conversion﻿in﻿post-Independence﻿India﻿show﻿that﻿there﻿was﻿a﻿cumulative﻿and﻿























distance﻿ from﻿ all﻿ religions.﻿ At﻿ the﻿ same﻿ time﻿ the﻿ emergence﻿ of﻿ religious﻿
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nationalism﻿(e.g.﻿in﻿Hindutva﻿ideology)﻿attests﻿that﻿secularism﻿in﻿itself﻿cannot﻿
guarantee﻿ neutrality﻿ towards﻿ religions.﻿ Because﻿ India﻿ is﻿ a﻿ deeply﻿ religious﻿
country﻿where﻿religion﻿has﻿great﻿plausibility﻿and﻿social﻿significance,﻿some﻿are﻿










tion.﻿The﻿ cultural﻿ inter-penetration﻿ witnessed﻿ during﻿ the﻿ last﻿ two﻿ thousand﻿
years﻿was﻿influenced﻿by﻿such﻿a﻿perspective.﻿Even﻿if﻿this﻿inter-penetration﻿did﻿
not﻿ lead﻿ to﻿ an﻿ ideal﻿ synthesis,﻿ a﻿ cultural﻿ transformation﻿ imbibing﻿ elements﻿
from﻿different﻿streams﻿did﻿materialize.﻿In﻿almost﻿all﻿realms﻿of﻿cultural﻿produc-





Islamic﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ traditions﻿ (Roy﻿ &﻿ Rizvi﻿ 2003)﻿ among﻿ the﻿ Mehrat,﻿ Kathat﻿
and﻿Cheeta﻿communities﻿of﻿Rajasthan﻿(reported﻿by﻿Jyotsna﻿Singh﻿on﻿the﻿BBC﻿
News﻿website,﻿11﻿July﻿2008).﻿Their﻿mixed﻿Hindu-Muslim﻿identity,﻿which﻿permit-









diversified﻿ethnic,﻿ religious,﻿cultural﻿and﻿ linguistic﻿ traditions﻿of﻿ the﻿past﻿but﻿




















writings﻿ are﻿ strongly﻿ anti-liberalism﻿ and﻿ aim﻿ at﻿ establishing﻿ Hinduism﻿ as﻿ a﻿










(1906–1973),﻿especially﻿ in﻿his﻿We or our nationhood defined﻿ (1939).﻿Golwalkar﻿
was﻿the﻿second﻿sarsanghchālak﻿(supreme﻿leader)﻿of﻿the﻿Hindu﻿nationalist﻿cul-




5﻿ In﻿the﻿current﻿political﻿scenario﻿the﻿BJP﻿(Bhāratiya Janata Party)﻿comes﻿close﻿to﻿the﻿national-
ism﻿developed﻿by﻿Savarkar﻿and﻿Golwalkar.﻿The﻿political﻿success﻿of﻿the﻿BJP﻿depends﻿heavily﻿on﻿
its﻿alliance﻿with﻿two﻿Hindu﻿nationalist﻿movements:﻿the﻿social﻿organization﻿VHP﻿(Vishva Hindu 















alism﻿ in﻿ India﻿ we﻿ need﻿ an﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿ tradition﻿ (or﻿ religion)﻿ that﻿ is﻿ not﻿































and﻿ Hindus﻿ reached﻿ a﻿ pinnacle﻿ all﻿ over﻿ India﻿ with﻿ the﻿ demolition﻿ of﻿ Babri﻿
Masjid﻿at﻿Ayodhya﻿in﻿Uttar﻿Pradesh﻿on﻿6﻿December﻿1992.﻿Since﻿then﻿there﻿have﻿
been﻿bomb﻿blasts﻿and﻿assassinations﻿linked﻿to﻿fundamentalist﻿groups﻿on﻿both﻿
sides﻿ (Smith﻿ 2003).﻿ In﻿ 2002﻿ the﻿ state﻿ of﻿ Gujarat﻿ witnessed﻿ one﻿ of﻿ the﻿ worst﻿
clashes﻿between﻿nationalist﻿Hindus﻿and﻿Muslims,﻿leaving﻿over﻿3.000﻿dead.﻿
Sarkar﻿(2001)﻿provides﻿a﻿synthesis﻿of﻿the﻿campaign﻿conducted﻿against﻿Chris-






































interpenetration.﻿ In﻿ his﻿ aptly﻿ titled﻿ book﻿ on﻿ communalism,﻿ Before the night 
falls,﻿Panikkar﻿underscores﻿the﻿urgent﻿need﻿to﻿examine﻿this﻿field.﻿Not﻿surpris-
ingly,﻿therefore,﻿this﻿research﻿focuses﻿on﻿students﻿in﻿higher﻿education.
1.3 Research Problem: Religion and Conflict
1.3.1	 Causes	of	Interreligious	Conflict
The﻿word﻿‘conflict’﻿in﻿itself﻿does﻿not﻿refer﻿to﻿a﻿negative﻿situation,﻿for﻿conflicts﻿











so”.﻿ This﻿ definition﻿ clearly﻿ distinguishes﻿ situations﻿ of﻿ conflict﻿ and﻿ violence,﻿
while﻿at﻿the﻿same﻿time﻿claiming﻿that﻿situations﻿of﻿conflict﻿have﻿the﻿potential﻿of﻿
becoming﻿more﻿overt,﻿confrontational﻿and﻿violent.﻿Rival﻿interests﻿between﻿re-
ligious﻿ groups﻿ or﻿ communities﻿ can﻿ refer﻿ to﻿ material﻿ resources﻿ like﻿ territory,﻿
wealth,﻿ education,﻿ positions﻿ of﻿ power﻿ and﻿ socio-economic﻿ advantages,﻿ but﻿
also﻿to﻿nonmaterial﻿resources﻿like﻿dignity,﻿prestige﻿and﻿all﻿forms﻿of﻿symbolic﻿
capital.﻿Rival﻿interests﻿are﻿considered﻿to﻿be﻿the﻿cause﻿of﻿conflict﻿between﻿reli-
gious﻿ groups:﻿ they﻿ ‘fuel’﻿ religious﻿ conflicts.﻿ In﻿ our﻿ research﻿ we﻿ distinguish﻿
between﻿ four﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ conflict:﻿ socio-economic,﻿ political,﻿ ethnic-
cultural﻿ and﻿ religious.﻿ Each﻿ cause﻿ represents﻿ an﻿ interest﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ groups,﻿
that﻿ is﻿ something﻿ valued﻿ by﻿ the﻿ group.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ case﻿ of﻿ socio-economic﻿ and﻿




To﻿ obviate﻿ the﻿ potential﻿ threat﻿ of﻿ outbreaks﻿ of﻿ violence﻿ we﻿ need﻿ conflict﻿






























ceptions﻿of﻿members﻿of﻿ religious﻿communities﻿ regarding﻿ the﻿causes﻿of﻿con-













tive﻿ descriptions﻿ of﻿ situations﻿ but﻿ are﻿ influenced﻿ by﻿ people’s﻿ perceptions﻿
grounded﻿in﻿communal﻿ideas﻿of﻿religions.﻿As﻿stated﻿above,﻿at﻿the﻿heart﻿of﻿reli-











so-called﻿ ‘religious﻿ violence﻿ debate’.﻿ Many﻿ scholars﻿ focus﻿ on﻿ the﻿ following﻿
characteristics﻿of﻿religious﻿conflicts﻿(cf.﻿Sidel﻿2007,﻿7–13).﻿In﻿the﻿first﻿place,﻿reli-
gious﻿conflicts﻿are﻿acts﻿of﻿direct﻿physical﻿violence﻿against﻿more﻿subtle﻿but﻿no﻿







































































ing﻿ these﻿ predictors﻿ we﻿ make﻿ a﻿ distinction﻿ between﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿

















far﻿ as﻿ the﻿ constructed﻿ scales﻿ allow.﻿ We﻿ check﻿ (by﻿ means﻿ of﻿ a﻿ Scheffé﻿ test)﻿




ment﻿ with﻿ these﻿ attitudes/ideas﻿ and﻿ background﻿ characteristics﻿ of﻿ religious﻿







































of﻿ religious﻿ conflicts.﻿ We﻿ distinguish﻿ four﻿ causes:﻿ socio-economic,﻿ political,﻿


















how﻿negative﻿are﻿ they﻿ towards﻿members﻿of﻿other﻿ religious﻿groups﻿ (negative﻿
out-group﻿ attitudes)?﻿ Religiocentrism﻿ is﻿ strong﻿ when﻿ a﻿ person﻿ has﻿ a﻿ highly﻿
positive﻿in-group﻿attitude﻿combined﻿with﻿a﻿highly﻿negative﻿out-group﻿attitude.﻿
One﻿can﻿expect﻿that﻿religious﻿persons﻿who﻿strongly﻿agree﻿with﻿religiocentrism﻿















of﻿ religious﻿ conflict.﻿This﻿ is﻿ because﻿ members﻿ of﻿ other﻿ religious﻿ groups﻿ can﻿







Age﻿ is﻿ measured﻿ in﻿ three﻿ categories:﻿ 17–19﻿ years;﻿ 20–22﻿ years;﻿ and﻿ 23–26﻿
















isolate﻿ socialization﻿ effects﻿ on﻿ gender﻿ differences﻿ in﻿ religiosity﻿ have﻿ largely﻿
failed,﻿ ‘gender﻿orientation﻿theories’﻿or﻿theories﻿based﻿on﻿physiological﻿differ-
ences﻿between﻿women﻿and﻿men﻿are﻿gaining﻿support﻿(cf.﻿Stark﻿2002;﻿Roth﻿&﻿
Krol﻿ 2007).﻿ Although﻿ we﻿ do﻿ not﻿ dwell﻿ on﻿ explanatory﻿ discussions﻿ of﻿ gender﻿
differences,﻿it﻿obviously﻿makes﻿sense﻿to﻿control﻿for﻿differences﻿between﻿wom-
en﻿and﻿men.﻿This﻿ is﻿all﻿ the﻿more﻿ important﻿ in﻿a﻿study﻿ focusing﻿on﻿relations﻿
between﻿ different﻿ religious﻿ traditions.﻿ When﻿ it﻿ comes﻿ to﻿ interpersonal﻿ rela-
tions﻿there﻿is﻿growing﻿evidence﻿that﻿women﻿are﻿more﻿open﻿to﻿‘the﻿other’﻿than﻿













religious﻿ background,﻿ the﻿ biggest﻿ excess﻿ of﻿ male﻿ birth﻿ being﻿ among﻿ Sikhs﻿
(129.8﻿boys﻿against﻿100﻿girls)﻿and﻿Jains﻿(118.0),﻿followed﻿by﻿Hindus﻿(110.9),﻿Mus-
lims﻿(107.4)﻿and﻿Christians﻿(103.8)﻿in﻿2001﻿(Guilmoto﻿2007,﻿8;﻿Hvistendahl﻿2011,﻿
5ff).﻿ And﻿ once﻿ life﻿ has﻿ begun,﻿ India﻿ shows﻿ excessive﻿ female﻿ child﻿ mortality,﻿










ences﻿ in﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ religious﻿ practice,﻿ mysticism,﻿ models﻿ of﻿ interpreting﻿ reli-



























































characteristic.﻿As﻿early﻿as﻿the﻿Lex Loci Act of﻿1845﻿and﻿the﻿Caste Disabilities Re-
moval Act of﻿ 1850,﻿ restrictions﻿ with﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ occupation﻿ and﻿ other﻿ types﻿ of﻿
discrimination﻿resulting﻿from﻿the﻿traditional﻿caste﻿system﻿were﻿declared﻿illegal﻿
(cf.﻿Rodrigues﻿2006,﻿60–65).﻿The﻿classical﻿divisions﻿of﻿Hindu﻿society﻿that﻿can﻿be﻿
traced﻿back﻿ to﻿ the﻿Ṛg-Veda﻿(x,﻿90)﻿comprise﻿ four﻿castes﻿ (varṇas):﻿ Brāhmaṇa 
(priestly﻿ caste), kṣatriya or﻿ rājanya (military﻿ caste),﻿ vaiśya (landowners﻿ and﻿
merchants),﻿and﻿śūdra (cultivators﻿and﻿menials).﻿Although﻿its﻿original﻿inten-
tion﻿was﻿to﻿ensure﻿harmony﻿in﻿the﻿complex﻿social﻿fabric,﻿the﻿caste﻿system﻿grad-
ually﻿ degenerated﻿ into﻿ a﻿ divisive﻿ and﻿ discriminatory﻿ force.﻿ Based﻿ on﻿ the﻿
division﻿ of﻿ labour,﻿ castes﻿ later﻿ comprised﻿ groups﻿ engaged﻿ in﻿ various﻿ profes-
sions,﻿which﻿gradually﻿became﻿hereditary.﻿ In﻿ time﻿the﻿great﻿variety﻿of﻿occu-
pations﻿ gave﻿ rise﻿ to﻿ numerous﻿ subcastes﻿ (jātis),﻿ which﻿ were﻿ not﻿ strictly﻿
hierarchical.﻿The﻿systems﻿of﻿varṇas and﻿jātis still﻿coexist﻿and﻿overlap﻿to﻿a﻿cer-
tain﻿degree,﻿but﻿it﻿should﻿be﻿noted﻿that﻿the﻿connection﻿between﻿the﻿jāti system﻿
and﻿ Hinduism﻿ is﻿ complicated,﻿ certainly﻿ not﻿ a﻿ one-to-one﻿ relationship﻿ (Du-
mont﻿1980;﻿Quigley﻿2005).﻿We﻿do﻿not﻿dwell﻿on﻿the﻿details﻿of﻿this﻿complex﻿phe-
nomenon.





















In﻿ our﻿ research﻿ we﻿ followed﻿ the﻿ classification﻿ used﻿ by﻿ the﻿ Tamil﻿ Nadu﻿





































































riculum.﻿ In﻿ multi-religious﻿ contexts﻿ state﻿ schools﻿ tend﻿ to﻿ accommodate﻿ the﻿
dominant﻿ religious﻿ tradition,﻿ whereas﻿ in﻿ secularized﻿ societies﻿ they﻿ may﻿ ex-
clude﻿religious﻿education﻿altogether﻿(Fox﻿2008,﻿158,﻿198f,﻿207;﻿Ziebertz﻿&﻿Riegel﻿
2009).﻿In﻿such﻿contexts﻿religiously﻿affiliated﻿schools﻿which﻿explicitly﻿aim﻿at﻿re-
ligious﻿ socialization﻿ run﻿ the﻿ risk﻿ of﻿ –﻿ unintentionally﻿ −﻿ promoting﻿ religious﻿
segregation.﻿Especially﻿in﻿minority﻿contexts﻿religiously﻿affiliated﻿schools﻿expe-




the﻿ signs﻿ of﻿ crisis﻿ in﻿ other﻿ agents﻿ of﻿ socialization.﻿ In﻿ a﻿ way﻿ the﻿ mass﻿ media﻿
modify﻿the﻿authority﻿of﻿other﻿agents﻿of﻿religious﻿socialization.﻿The﻿contribu-
tion﻿ of﻿ the﻿ mass﻿ media﻿ to﻿ religious﻿ socialization,﻿ too,﻿ is﻿ determined﻿ by﻿ the﻿
38 Chapter﻿1








role﻿ of﻿ traditional﻿ agents﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ socialization﻿ by﻿ either﻿ diminishing﻿ or﻿
strengthening﻿them.﻿They﻿can﻿also﻿put﻿religious﻿socialization﻿in﻿a﻿global﻿per-
spective.﻿











tity﻿ through﻿ repeated﻿ interaction﻿ with﻿ the﻿ same﻿ people﻿ over﻿ a﻿ considerable﻿
length﻿of﻿time.﻿Based﻿on﻿this﻿interaction﻿they﻿construct﻿their﻿“desirable﻿iden-
tity﻿images”,﻿which﻿“represent﻿what﻿people﻿believe﻿they﻿can be and﻿should be in﻿
particular﻿contexts,﻿and﻿are﻿influenced﻿by﻿personality﻿factors,﻿situational﻿fac-
tors,﻿and﻿audience﻿factors”﻿(Schlenker﻿1986,﻿25).﻿Speaking﻿of﻿audience,﻿Schlen-










gious﻿ socialization:﻿ family (mother,﻿ father,﻿ close﻿ relatives),﻿ peer group (close﻿




groups﻿ or﻿ associations﻿ within﻿ the﻿ school﻿ and﻿ college﻿ setting),﻿ and﻿ the﻿ mass 
media (religious﻿figures﻿appearing﻿on﻿TV﻿or﻿radio﻿programmes).﻿The﻿respon-
dents﻿ were﻿ asked﻿ to﻿ indicate﻿ whether﻿ these﻿ agents﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ socialization﻿
had﻿played﻿an﻿unfavourable﻿or﻿a﻿ favourable﻿ role﻿ in﻿ their﻿understanding﻿and﻿
practice﻿of﻿religion﻿on﻿a﻿four-point﻿Likert﻿scale﻿ranging﻿from﻿very﻿unfavourable﻿
(1)﻿to﻿very﻿favourable﻿(4).﻿A﻿complete﻿list﻿of﻿items﻿appears﻿in﻿appendix﻿B.﻿
1.6 Sampling and Data Collection
For﻿the﻿purpose﻿of﻿our﻿research﻿we﻿saw﻿fit﻿to﻿focus﻿on﻿college﻿students,﻿since﻿
they﻿have﻿to﻿play﻿a﻿leading﻿role﻿in﻿society﻿as﻿a﻿whole﻿and﻿in﻿their﻿own﻿cultural﻿





































leges,﻿ since﻿ Hindu﻿ students﻿ constitute﻿ a﻿ great﻿ majority﻿ in﻿ both﻿ public﻿ and﻿





the﻿ state﻿ capital,﻿ we﻿ selected﻿ ten﻿ colleges﻿ and﻿ the﻿ University﻿ of﻿ Madras﻿ in﻿
Chennai,﻿ and﻿ three﻿ colleges﻿ in﻿ the﻿ other﻿ three﻿ major﻿ cities,﻿ Coimbatore,﻿Ti-







groups﻿ of﻿ selected﻿ students﻿ or﻿ to﻿ the﻿ gathering﻿ of﻿ all﻿ selected﻿ students﻿ of﻿ a﻿
specific﻿college﻿with﻿the﻿help﻿of﻿the﻿college﻿authorities.﻿About﻿130﻿question-
naires﻿were﻿distributed﻿at﻿each﻿of﻿the﻿centres﻿of﻿higher﻿education﻿selected﻿for﻿














are﻿Muslims﻿and﻿a﻿handful﻿ (0.4%)﻿are﻿ Jains﻿and﻿Buddhists.﻿As﻿ the﻿study﻿ fo-


































same﻿ analysis﻿ we﻿ assume﻿ that﻿ the﻿ models﻿ of﻿ religiously﻿ inspired﻿ conflict﻿ in﻿
these﻿groups﻿have﻿the﻿same﻿structure.﻿The﻿criteria﻿used﻿in﻿the﻿factor﻿analysis﻿
are:﻿ eigenvalue﻿ >1;﻿ commonality﻿ >.20;﻿ factor﻿ loadings﻿ >.30,﻿ and﻿ if﻿ items﻿ load﻿









ble﻿ concept﻿ after﻿ checking﻿ for﻿ structural﻿ differences﻿ between﻿ the﻿ models﻿
specific﻿to﻿each﻿religious﻿group.﻿Since﻿we﻿can﻿only﻿compare﻿commensurable﻿























































in﻿ our﻿ case﻿ associations﻿ that﻿ are﻿ moderately﻿ strong﻿ (.15<﻿ r﻿ <.30)﻿ or﻿ strong﻿
(r﻿≥.30).
















the﻿ total﻿ explained﻿ variance.﻿ Since﻿ we﻿ inserted﻿ personal﻿ characteristics﻿ that﻿
yielded﻿relevant﻿and﻿significant﻿correlations﻿with﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿in﻿


















nificantly﻿ different﻿ for﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ students.﻿We﻿ applied﻿ a﻿
model﻿ generating﻿ analyses﻿ of﻿ the﻿ data﻿ using﻿ the﻿ AMOS﻿ program.﻿ Structural﻿
Equation﻿ Modelling﻿ presupposes﻿ well﻿ developed﻿ theoretical﻿ expectations﻿
about﻿the﻿relation﻿between﻿the﻿variables.﻿Our﻿model﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿influence﻿of﻿
beliefs﻿on﻿causes﻿of﻿force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict.﻿The﻿model﻿specifies﻿our﻿hy-












istics﻿ are﻿ so-called﻿ ‘exogenous﻿ variables’﻿ (x-variables)﻿ because﻿ their﻿ value﻿ is﻿
determined﻿outside﻿the﻿model﻿in﻿which﻿it﻿is﻿used.﻿The﻿following﻿personal﻿char-
acteristics﻿ are﻿ included:﻿ socio-cultural﻿ background,﻿ socio-economic﻿ back-














Comparative﻿ study﻿ of﻿ religion﻿ not﻿ merely﻿ researches﻿ various﻿ religious﻿ tradi-
tions﻿in﻿general,﻿but﻿focuses﻿on﻿differences﻿and﻿similarities﻿between﻿religions.﻿
In﻿this﻿chapter﻿we﻿look﻿at﻿some﻿fundamental﻿theoretical﻿ issues﻿in﻿cross-reli-
gious﻿ comparative﻿ research﻿ and﻿ some﻿ of﻿ the﻿ core﻿ empirical﻿ methodological﻿
problems﻿involved.﻿The﻿first﻿issue﻿is:﻿what﻿makes﻿comparison﻿a﻿contested﻿issue﻿
in﻿research﻿into﻿religion,﻿specifically﻿in﻿disciplines﻿like﻿religious﻿studies,﻿history﻿





distinguishing﻿ between﻿ the﻿ different﻿ goals﻿ (2.2)?﻿ Thirdly,﻿ we﻿ consider﻿ ques-
tions﻿relating﻿to﻿the﻿object﻿of﻿our﻿comparative﻿research:﻿religion.﻿What﻿defini-





On﻿ what﻿ kind﻿ of﻿ knowledge﻿ do﻿ we﻿ want﻿ to﻿ build﻿ our﻿ research?﻿ How﻿ do﻿ we﻿
choose﻿groups﻿to﻿compare?﻿Are﻿our﻿findings﻿generalizable﻿to﻿a﻿given﻿popula-
tion﻿(2.5)?﻿Then﻿we﻿look﻿at﻿the﻿problem﻿of﻿similarities﻿and﻿differences﻿in﻿com-
parative﻿ research.﻿ In﻿ order﻿ to﻿ compare﻿ religious﻿ traditions﻿ they﻿ should﻿ be﻿
neither﻿ totally﻿ different﻿ nor﻿ completely﻿ identical.﻿We﻿ examine﻿ this﻿ problem﻿
from﻿the﻿perspective﻿of﻿a﻿quantitative﻿methodology﻿by﻿means﻿of﻿statistical﻿sur-
veys﻿ (2.6).﻿ Finally﻿ we﻿ look﻿ at﻿ the﻿ issue﻿ of﻿ normativeness﻿ in﻿ comparative﻿ re-
search﻿(2.7).









tually﻿ disappeared﻿ in﻿ graduate﻿ studies﻿ in﻿ favor﻿ of﻿ increasingly﻿ narrow﻿ ‘area﻿
studies’﻿research﻿into﻿specific﻿religious﻿texts﻿and﻿communities.”﻿A﻿landmark﻿in﻿
this﻿development﻿is﻿the﻿seminal﻿paper﻿by﻿Jonathan﻿Z.﻿Smith﻿(1982,﻿19–35),﻿In 
comparison a magic dwells.﻿Most﻿discussions﻿about﻿comparison﻿in﻿the﻿study﻿of﻿
religion﻿are﻿premised﻿on﻿this﻿paper.﻿It﻿is﻿sometimes﻿interpreted﻿as﻿a﻿critique﻿of﻿
cross-religious﻿comparative﻿research﻿as﻿such.﻿But﻿this﻿interpretation﻿is﻿incor-







ry in the study of religion﻿ in﻿ 1996﻿ (8–1)﻿ and﻿ 2004﻿ (16–1)).﻿The﻿ discussion﻿ will﻿
culminate﻿in﻿some﻿general﻿principles﻿and﻿guidelines﻿to﻿follow﻿in﻿cross-religious﻿
comparative﻿research.﻿




search﻿ in﻿ anthropology,﻿ psychology﻿ and﻿ sociology﻿ with﻿ specialized﻿ journals﻿







cio-scientific﻿ traditions.﻿ Our﻿ own﻿ research﻿ is﻿ an﻿ empirical﻿ study﻿ of﻿ religion,﻿
hence﻿our﻿point﻿of﻿reference﻿is﻿the﻿state﻿of﻿the﻿art﻿in﻿this﻿field.1﻿













































systematics)﻿ in﻿ cross-religious﻿ empirical﻿ research﻿ as﻿ a﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿
theory﻿and﻿data.﻿Smith’s﻿point﻿is﻿that﻿the﻿study﻿of﻿religion﻿lacks﻿a﻿clear﻿focus﻿on﻿
the﻿ reason﻿ for﻿ comparison.﻿This﻿ reason﻿ should﻿ be﻿ explicated﻿ and﻿ related﻿ to﻿
specific﻿ research﻿ of﻿ empirical﻿ data.﻿ The﻿ only﻿ possible﻿ reason﻿ for﻿ academic﻿
50 Chapter﻿2
empirical﻿ research﻿ is﻿ theory﻿ building.﻿ According﻿ to﻿ Smith﻿ this﻿ is﻿ manifestly﻿












with﻿difference﻿and﻿similarity.﻿ If﻿ things﻿are﻿completely﻿ identical,﻿ there﻿ is﻿no﻿










these﻿ insights﻿ we﻿ can﻿ formulate﻿ a﻿ third﻿ rule﻿ for﻿ cross-religious﻿ comparative﻿












essence﻿and﻿singularity.﻿This﻿holistic﻿assumption﻿ is﻿associated﻿with﻿ the﻿ idea﻿
that﻿the﻿essence﻿is﻿‘given’﻿in﻿the﻿data,﻿which﻿is﻿presumed﻿in﻿the﻿phenomeno-





Smith﻿ also﻿ stresses﻿ that﻿ comparing﻿ aspects﻿ of﻿ phenomena﻿ is﻿ the﻿ result﻿ of﻿ a﻿
theoretical﻿focus:﻿“We﻿‘re-vision’﻿data﻿as﻿our﻿data﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿solve﻿our﻿theoreti-
cal﻿problems”﻿(Smith﻿1990;﻿italics﻿in﻿original).﻿The﻿selection﻿of﻿aspects﻿of﻿com-
parison﻿ is﻿ based﻿ on﻿ our﻿ theoretical﻿ agenda﻿ (i.e.﻿ theory﻿ building).﻿ Smith﻿












parison﻿is﻿not﻿an﻿end﻿in﻿itself.﻿In﻿his﻿essay﻿The “end” of comparison﻿Smith﻿(2000)﻿
points﻿out﻿that﻿comparison﻿is﻿a﻿route﻿to﻿a﻿re-description﻿of﻿the﻿research﻿object﻿
and﻿a﻿reformulation﻿of﻿the﻿academic﻿categories﻿used﻿in﻿research.﻿The﻿goal﻿of﻿





ent﻿ exempla﻿ from﻿ the﻿ perspective﻿ of﻿ a﻿ certain﻿ category﻿ or﻿ theory.﻿The﻿ third﻿
phase﻿ is﻿ re-description﻿ of﻿ the﻿ exempla﻿ in﻿ light﻿ of﻿ each﻿ other﻿ and﻿ (possible)﻿
rectification﻿of﻿the﻿categories﻿used﻿in﻿the﻿comparison.﻿So﻿if﻿comparison﻿is﻿not﻿
the﻿‘end’,﻿what﻿is﻿it?﻿The﻿answer﻿is:﻿generalization.﻿“As﻿with﻿comparison,﻿gener-

















ers.﻿The﻿objection﻿to﻿Smith﻿ is﻿not﻿that﻿he﻿neglects﻿normative﻿ issues﻿ in﻿com-
parative﻿ research.﻿ Smith﻿ repeatedly﻿ insists﻿ that﻿ the﻿ study﻿ of﻿ religion﻿ always﻿
involves﻿an﻿interested﻿perspective﻿relating﻿to﻿some﻿intellectual﻿agenda﻿(Smith﻿
2000,﻿239).﻿On﻿the﻿other﻿hand﻿he﻿also﻿insists﻿that﻿religious﻿research﻿is﻿‘value-
free’,﻿ that﻿ is﻿ scholars﻿of﻿ religion﻿have﻿no﻿ fixed﻿normative,﻿political﻿or﻿ethical﻿
position﻿in﻿relation﻿to﻿their﻿data.﻿This﻿could﻿be﻿interpreted﻿as﻿implying﻿that﻿the﻿




ining﻿ and﻿ deploying﻿ the﻿ particular,﻿ highly﻿ charged,﻿ and﻿ volatile﻿ academic﻿









scriptive﻿ research)﻿ at﻿ the﻿ expense﻿ of﻿ other﻿ types﻿ (especially﻿ explanatory﻿ re-
search)﻿ (Jensen﻿ 2004).﻿ This﻿ almost﻿ exclusive﻿ preference﻿ for﻿ descriptive﻿



















of﻿ comparative﻿ research﻿ (cf.﻿ Patton﻿ &﻿ Ray﻿ 2000;﻿ Gothóni﻿ 2005).﻿ Many﻿ tried﻿




nitive﻿ scientists﻿ the﻿ information﻿ processing﻿ in﻿ our﻿ minds﻿ relies﻿ on﻿ complex﻿












Thirdly,﻿ comparison﻿ is﻿ an﻿ essential﻿ rationale﻿ implied﻿ in﻿ all﻿ scientific﻿ re-











Research﻿ is﻿ fundamentally﻿ an﻿ interested﻿ enterprise,﻿ that﻿ is﻿ it﻿ serves﻿ the﻿
agenda﻿of﻿a﻿research﻿programme.﻿This﻿idea﻿was﻿introduced﻿into﻿the﻿philosophy﻿
of﻿science﻿by﻿Kuhn﻿and﻿Lakatos,﻿and﻿since﻿the﻿1980s﻿it﻿has﻿become﻿more﻿or﻿less﻿




























nities﻿ from﻿ scientific﻿ research﻿ into﻿ religion.﻿ “We﻿ begin﻿ our﻿ conversations﻿ by﻿
bringing﻿our﻿fallible﻿views﻿and﻿judgments﻿to﻿those﻿who﻿traditionally﻿make﻿up﻿
our﻿ epistemic﻿ communities”﻿ (Van﻿ Huyssteen﻿ 1999,﻿ 265).﻿ Each﻿ judgment﻿ is﻿
made﻿in﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿a﻿specific﻿community,﻿and﻿is﻿based﻿on﻿arguments﻿and﻿


















describe﻿ a﻿ certain﻿ domain﻿ of﻿ phenomena,﻿ primarily﻿ in﻿ terms﻿ of﻿ individual﻿
facts﻿(individual﻿programmes)﻿or﻿primarily﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿general﻿observable﻿fac-
tors﻿(general﻿or﻿inductive﻿programmes)”﻿(Kuipers﻿2001,﻿6;﻿2007,﻿59).﻿With﻿re-



























at﻿ the﻿ explanation﻿ and﻿ further﻿ prediction﻿ of﻿ the﻿ observable﻿ individual﻿ and﻿
general﻿ facts﻿ in﻿a﻿certain﻿domain﻿of﻿phenomena”﻿ (Kuipers﻿2005,﻿29).﻿An﻿ex-
planatory﻿programme﻿is﻿(quasi-)deductive,﻿while﻿a﻿descriptive﻿programme﻿is﻿
dominated﻿by﻿inductive﻿reasoning.﻿Explanatory﻿programmes﻿are﻿always﻿built﻿








































processes﻿ or﻿ their﻿ improvement.﻿ This﻿ type﻿ of﻿ research﻿ is﻿ often﻿ neglected﻿ in﻿
academia﻿ in﻿ favour﻿of﻿description,﻿explanation﻿and﻿prediction.﻿However,﻿ re-
search﻿in﻿the﻿field﻿of﻿organizations﻿and﻿policy﻿is﻿mainly﻿design﻿research﻿(Van﻿























specific﻿ goals﻿ of﻿ creating﻿ understanding﻿ in﻿ the﻿ spiritual﻿ biography﻿ of﻿ other﻿
people﻿and﻿in﻿their﻿own﻿biography?




































arguments﻿ pro﻿ and﻿ con﻿ in﻿ the﻿ different﻿ disciplines﻿ are﻿ basically﻿ the﻿ same,﻿
hence﻿ we﻿ see﻿ this﻿ as﻿ one﻿ debate.﻿ In﻿ historical﻿ perspective﻿ a﻿ sui generis﻿ ap-
proach﻿to﻿religion﻿was﻿dominant﻿until﻿four﻿decades﻿ago:﻿for﻿Mircea﻿Éliade﻿the﻿





divine﻿ power.﻿ For﻿ Schleiermacher﻿ (1799/2008,﻿ 46)﻿ it﻿ was﻿ the﻿ experience﻿ of﻿
something﻿great﻿which﻿makes﻿a﻿person﻿feel﻿completely﻿dependent﻿(German:﻿










2006);﻿ and﻿ reports﻿ of﻿ mystical﻿ experience﻿ that﻿ is﻿ not﻿ the﻿ subject﻿ of﻿ cultural﻿
transmission﻿of﻿any﻿religion﻿(cf.﻿Hood﻿et﻿al.﻿2009,﻿375ff).﻿The﻿second﻿argument﻿
stresses﻿ that﻿ religious﻿ experiences﻿ are﻿ reported﻿ by﻿ subjects﻿ and﻿ need﻿ to﻿ be﻿
treated﻿as﻿data﻿for﻿scientific﻿research.﻿This﻿is﻿the﻿way﻿religious﻿subjects﻿inter-
pret﻿ their﻿ experiences﻿ and﻿ one﻿ cannot﻿ override﻿ their﻿ understanding.﻿Wayne﻿
Proudfoot,﻿a﻿philosopher﻿of﻿religion,﻿has﻿labelled﻿this﻿tendency﻿to﻿override﻿the﻿
understanding﻿of﻿the﻿subjects﻿themselves﻿as﻿descriptive﻿reductionism.﻿“Sub-


































It﻿ seeks﻿ to﻿ base﻿ scientific﻿ knowledge﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ experiences﻿ on﻿ the﻿ truth﻿
claims﻿ of﻿ subjects.﻿ In﻿ doing﻿ so,﻿ it﻿ overlooks﻿ the﻿ difference﻿ between﻿ the﻿ way﻿





is﻿a﻿ type﻿of﻿experience﻿ ‘before’﻿beliefs﻿and﻿attitudes﻿are﻿ linked﻿ to﻿ it.﻿The﻿as-






















some﻿ key﻿ internal﻿ features﻿ (experiences,﻿ practices,﻿ beliefs,﻿ emotions)﻿ which﻿












in﻿ two﻿ ways:﻿ such﻿ ‘things’﻿ are﻿ either﻿ manifestations﻿ of﻿ the﻿ supernatural,﻿ or﻿
subjects﻿can﻿relate﻿to﻿the﻿supernatural﻿via﻿these﻿‘things’﻿(e.g.﻿in﻿prayer,﻿contem-
plation,﻿offerings).﻿In﻿the﻿first﻿case,﻿human﻿subjects﻿are﻿the﻿patients﻿of﻿super-
natural﻿ agents;﻿ in﻿ the﻿ second﻿ case﻿ supernatural﻿ realities﻿ are﻿ the﻿ patients﻿ of﻿



























this﻿ definition﻿ the﻿ flag﻿ of﻿ a﻿ country﻿ can﻿ be﻿ a﻿ religious﻿ object.﻿ On﻿ the﻿ other﻿




is﻿ seen﻿ as﻿ a﻿ variant﻿ of﻿ the﻿ functional﻿ definition﻿ (Arnal﻿ 2006,﻿ 27).﻿ What﻿ we﻿
defined﻿as﻿functionalist﻿can﻿also﻿be﻿regarded﻿as﻿a﻿non-reductive﻿type﻿of﻿func-
tionalist﻿definition.﻿Scholars﻿using﻿a﻿‘common﻿core﻿model’﻿(notably﻿phenom-









































































to﻿ be﻿ aware﻿ of﻿ these﻿ questions﻿ in﻿ order﻿ to﻿ open﻿ our﻿ categories﻿ to﻿ debate﻿ in﻿
wider﻿epistemic﻿communities﻿than﻿our﻿own.﻿
2.4 Insider and Outsider Perspective
In﻿ what﻿ terms﻿ (categories,﻿ concepts,﻿ ideas)﻿ is﻿ it﻿ possible﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ and﻿
explain﻿the﻿religious﻿(practices,﻿beliefs,﻿experiences,﻿etc.),﻿and﻿to﻿what﻿extent﻿
can﻿we﻿understand﻿and﻿explain﻿the﻿religiosity﻿of﻿other﻿persons,﻿communities﻿





lated﻿ in﻿ comparative﻿ research,﻿ and﻿ clear﻿ up﻿ some﻿ misunderstandings﻿ about﻿
this﻿distinction.
The﻿ insider-outsider﻿ distinction﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿ epistemic﻿ community﻿ from﻿
which﻿categories﻿are﻿derived﻿and﻿in﻿which﻿the﻿research﻿findings﻿are﻿formulat-
ed.﻿Do﻿terms﻿used﻿ in﻿ the﻿research﻿come﻿from﻿insiders﻿(e.g.﻿participants﻿ in﻿a﻿
religious﻿practice﻿or﻿ those﻿with﻿religious﻿experiences)﻿or﻿ from﻿outsiders﻿(i.e.﻿
academic﻿scholars﻿or﻿non-adherents﻿of﻿the﻿religious﻿tradition﻿concerned)?﻿Ev-
ery﻿ inquiry,﻿ both﻿ scientific﻿ and﻿ non-scientific,﻿ starts﻿ from﻿ knowledge﻿ that﻿ is﻿

























investigation.﻿ An﻿ emic﻿ approach﻿ to﻿ religion﻿ seeks﻿ to﻿ describe﻿ religious﻿ con-





tradition﻿ is﻿ detached﻿ from﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ tradition﻿ under﻿ investigation﻿ and﻿
makes﻿use﻿of﻿extraneous﻿concepts,﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿which﻿the﻿data﻿are﻿reinterpreted﻿




















suppose﻿ as﻿ researchers﻿ that﻿ we﻿ have﻿ access﻿ to﻿ this﻿ insider﻿ knowledge.﻿ If﻿ we﻿
were﻿completely﻿ignorant﻿of﻿this﻿knowledge﻿base,﻿we﻿could﻿not﻿adopt﻿an﻿in-
sider﻿ perspective.﻿ We﻿ would﻿ stray﻿ into﻿ unknown﻿ territory﻿ without﻿ any﻿ clue﻿
about﻿what﻿we﻿are﻿seeing.﻿The﻿categories﻿we﻿use﻿from﻿an﻿outsider﻿perspective﻿
are﻿general,﻿transcending﻿the﻿specific﻿research﻿object﻿(i.e.﻿the﻿religions﻿or﻿the﻿
religious﻿ people﻿ that﻿ we﻿ are﻿ studying).﻿ As﻿ researchers﻿ we﻿ must﻿ have﻿ some﻿












municants.﻿ From﻿ the﻿ insider﻿ perspective﻿ the﻿ bread﻿ and﻿ wine﻿ are﻿ the﻿ ‘real’﻿











the﻿ ritual.﻿The﻿ epistemic﻿ community﻿ comprises﻿ academic﻿ scholars﻿ studying﻿
religion﻿from﻿the﻿perspective﻿of﻿cognitive﻿science﻿of﻿religion.﻿The﻿assumption﻿
is﻿that﻿people﻿intuitively﻿search﻿for﻿agency﻿in﻿the﻿ritual,﻿especially﻿for﻿a﻿cultur-

















































pacity﻿ to﻿ evaluate﻿ their﻿ findings﻿ in﻿ ever﻿ expanding﻿ epistemic﻿ communities.﻿
This﻿limitation﻿is﻿not﻿problematic﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿we﻿remember﻿that﻿the﻿ultimate﻿






























critical﻿ interaction﻿ between﻿ different﻿ perspectives.﻿This﻿ also﻿ implies﻿ that﻿ an﻿
insider﻿perspective﻿can﻿understand﻿or﻿explain﻿a﻿specific﻿phenomenon﻿which﻿
an﻿outsider﻿perspective﻿cannot.﻿For﻿example,﻿in﻿a﻿study﻿of﻿an﻿open﻿air﻿Eucha-
rist﻿ researchers﻿ registered﻿ that﻿ the﻿ fellowship﻿ between﻿ participants﻿ was﻿ ex-
perienced﻿ by﻿ participants﻿ as﻿ moments﻿ of﻿ God’s﻿ presence.﻿ The﻿ ritual﻿ form﻿




ritual﻿ practice﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Eucharist﻿ (Hermans﻿ 2009b).﻿This﻿ challenges﻿ the﻿ ritual﻿
form﻿hypothesis﻿to﻿broaden﻿its﻿knowledge﻿base﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿be﻿able﻿to﻿compre-
hend﻿the﻿experience﻿of﻿these﻿participants.﻿











































































cism﻿(Van﻿der﻿Ven﻿2010,﻿ 109–110).﻿The﻿ idea﻿ is﻿ that﻿ researchers﻿who﻿adopt﻿an﻿
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insider﻿ perspective﻿ immerse﻿ themselves﻿ in﻿ their﻿ research﻿ subjects﻿ and﻿ take﻿






has﻿often﻿neglected﻿ its﻿normative﻿ (and﻿political)﻿ implications﻿ (Urban﻿2004).﻿
























specific﻿ religion﻿ (notably﻿ Christianity)﻿ has﻿ a﻿ better﻿ track﻿ record﻿ in﻿ treating﻿
women﻿the﻿same﻿way﻿as﻿men.﻿Finally,﻿some﻿comments﻿on﻿objectivity.﻿Objectiv-































fication﻿ of﻿ universal﻿ common﻿ characteristics.﻿ This﻿ is﻿ an﻿ insider﻿ perspective﻿
because﻿it﻿takes﻿the﻿knowledge﻿of﻿persons﻿claiming﻿to﻿have﻿had﻿a﻿mystical﻿ex-




Finally,﻿ our﻿ categorization﻿ of﻿ models﻿ for﻿ interpreting﻿ religious﻿ plurality﻿
stems﻿from﻿an﻿insider﻿perspective﻿(cf.﻿chapter﻿5).﻿These﻿are﻿taken﻿from﻿concep-
tualizations﻿ of﻿ Christian﻿ theologians﻿ reflecting﻿ on﻿ different﻿ positions﻿ in﻿ the﻿
relationship﻿between﻿Christianity﻿and﻿other﻿religions.﻿Attitudes﻿towards﻿reli-
gious﻿ plurality﻿ are﻿ formulated﻿ in﻿ light﻿ of﻿ the﻿ problem﻿ of﻿ how﻿ to﻿ reconcile﻿


















the﻿ focus﻿ of﻿ our﻿ comparison?﻿ And﻿ what﻿ criteria﻿ do﻿ we﻿ apply﻿ to﻿ make﻿ these﻿




on﻿ survey﻿ research﻿ (Van﻿ de﻿Vijver﻿ &﻿ Leung﻿ 1997:﻿ Harkness,﻿Van﻿ de﻿Vijver﻿ &﻿
Mohler﻿2003).﻿This﻿is,﻿firstly,﻿because﻿the﻿social﻿sciences﻿have﻿a﻿strong﻿method-
ological﻿ tradition﻿ in﻿cross-cultural﻿comparative﻿research﻿ in﻿contrast﻿ to﻿com-
parative﻿research﻿in﻿religious﻿studies﻿or﻿history﻿of﻿religion,﻿which﻿often﻿lacks﻿



























contextual﻿ variables﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ cross-religious﻿ similarities﻿ and/or﻿ differ-
ences.﻿Personal﻿variables﻿include﻿participants’﻿characteristics﻿that﻿could﻿influ-
ence﻿ the﻿ cross-religious﻿ differences﻿ observed,﻿ like﻿ age,﻿ gender,﻿ language﻿ or﻿
educational﻿ level﻿ as﻿ well﻿ as﻿ personal﻿ beliefs,﻿ values,﻿ emotions﻿ and﻿ strivings.﻿




























3. In﻿ descriptive﻿ hypothesis-testing﻿ clear﻿ expectations﻿ based﻿ on﻿ previous﻿
research﻿ into﻿ cross-religious﻿ similarities﻿ and﻿ differences﻿ are﻿ put﻿ to﻿ the﻿ test.﻿















gious﻿comparative﻿measures﻿of﻿characteristics﻿ that﻿might﻿ influence﻿ the﻿per-
ception﻿of﻿religious﻿conflict﻿among﻿Christian,﻿Muslim﻿and﻿Hindu﻿respondents,﻿
for﻿ instance﻿ comparative﻿ measures﻿ of﻿ institutional﻿ religious﻿ practice,﻿ mysti-
cism,﻿attitudes﻿towards﻿religious﻿plurality﻿and﻿religiocentrism﻿among﻿our﻿re-
spondents.﻿ We﻿ also﻿ include﻿ numerous﻿ socio-cultural,﻿ socio-economic﻿ and﻿
socio-religious﻿ variables﻿ that﻿ might﻿ help﻿ us﻿ to﻿ interpret﻿ cross-religious﻿ simi-
larities﻿and﻿differences.﻿Obviously﻿the﻿inclusion﻿of﻿all﻿these﻿characteristics﻿is﻿
not﻿unfounded.﻿The﻿personal﻿and﻿contextual﻿variables﻿could﻿influence﻿the﻿per-











A﻿ second﻿ question﻿ is﻿ how﻿ we﻿ decide﻿ what﻿ characteristics﻿ of﻿ the﻿ religious﻿
groups﻿will﻿be﻿compared,﻿and﻿in﻿which﻿contexts﻿we﻿are﻿going﻿to﻿compare﻿dif-
ferent﻿religions.﻿Apart﻿from﻿the﻿knowledge﻿aim﻿and﻿the﻿specific﻿theoretical﻿ori-
entation,﻿ the﻿ answer﻿ to﻿ this﻿ question﻿ depends﻿ greatly﻿ on﻿ whether﻿ one﻿ is﻿
primarily﻿looking﻿for﻿differences﻿or﻿for﻿similarities﻿between﻿religions.﻿(a)﻿“If﻿the﻿



































(/values),﻿but﻿searches﻿ for﻿ the﻿empirical﻿diversity﻿ in﻿ the﻿properties﻿of﻿mem-
bers,﻿ even﻿ if﻿ these﻿ properties﻿ are﻿ expressed﻿ in﻿ numbers”﻿ (Janssen﻿ 2010).﻿ In﻿
short,﻿a﻿qualitative﻿survey﻿establishes﻿diversity﻿or﻿meaningful﻿variation﻿(rele-
vant﻿ dimensions﻿ and﻿ values)﻿ in﻿ a﻿ population,﻿ while﻿ a﻿ quantitative﻿ survey﻿
focuses﻿on﻿the﻿distribution﻿of﻿a﻿variable﻿in﻿a﻿population.﻿To﻿observe﻿the﻿distri-


















generalizability﻿of﻿ the﻿results.﻿The﻿simplest﻿ type﻿ is﻿ random﻿sampling,﻿which﻿
gives﻿ every﻿ member﻿ of﻿ a﻿ population﻿ the﻿ same﻿ chance﻿ to﻿ be﻿ included﻿ in﻿ the﻿















in﻿ sample﻿ size﻿ and﻿ increased﻿ homogeneity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ elements﻿ being﻿ sampled﻿
(Babbie﻿2008,﻿233).﻿These﻿rules﻿should﻿be﻿taken﻿into﻿account﻿in﻿every﻿sampling﻿
stage﻿(i.e.﻿in﻿the﻿selection﻿of﻿clusters﻿from﻿the﻿population﻿of﻿clusters﻿and﻿the﻿
selection﻿ of﻿ elements﻿ in﻿ each﻿ cluster).﻿ In﻿ our﻿ research﻿ we﻿ used﻿ a﻿ two-stage﻿









ferent﻿ religious﻿ traditions?﻿ That﻿ is﻿ the﻿ equivalence﻿ at﻿ issue﻿ in﻿ this﻿ section.﻿
Equivalence﻿is﻿always﻿a﻿question﻿of﻿degree,﻿because﻿comparison﻿is﻿about﻿dif-


























































sional﻿ property﻿ as﻿ the﻿ description﻿ of﻿ ‘levels’﻿ of﻿ equivalence﻿ might﻿ suggest﻿ (e.g.﻿ Nowak﻿
1977;﻿Raivolo﻿ 1985).﻿Equivalence﻿entails﻿more﻿ than﻿simply﻿ the﻿degree﻿of﻿comparability.﻿












men﻿ scored﻿ systematically﻿ higher﻿ on﻿ moral﻿ development﻿ than﻿ women.﻿This﻿
does﻿not﻿mean﻿that﻿men﻿have﻿‘higher’﻿moral﻿standards﻿than﻿women,﻿but﻿the﻿
choice﻿of﻿specific﻿dilemmas﻿that﻿measured﻿moral﻿development﻿seemed﻿to﻿be﻿
better﻿ adjusted﻿ to﻿ men’s﻿ daily﻿ lives﻿ than﻿ to﻿ women’s﻿ (Gilligan﻿ &﻿ Attanucci﻿
1988).
A﻿second﻿example﻿comes﻿from﻿the﻿measurement﻿of﻿mysticism﻿developed﻿by﻿




that﻿mystical﻿experiences﻿are﻿ (at﻿ least﻿partly)﻿ influenced﻿by﻿culture.﻿From﻿a﻿
constructivist﻿ position﻿ scholars﻿ maintain﻿ that﻿ “persons﻿ who﻿ score﻿ high﻿ on﻿
mysticism﻿are﻿persons﻿who﻿have﻿developed﻿a﻿feminine﻿self-schema﻿cognitive﻿
structure﻿through﻿which﻿they﻿process﻿data﻿in﻿a﻿way﻿that﻿emphasizes﻿the﻿unity﻿











those﻿scales﻿which﻿have﻿been﻿ tested﻿more﻿extensively﻿ (like﻿ the﻿Hood﻿mysti-
cism﻿scale),﻿the﻿results﻿are﻿–﻿to﻿say﻿the﻿least﻿–﻿ambivalent.﻿Knowing﻿this,﻿we﻿













not﻿ statistically﻿ explain﻿ observed﻿ cross-cultural﻿ differences﻿ in﻿ a﻿ multiple﻿ re-
gression﻿or﻿covariance﻿analysis”﻿(Harkness,﻿Van﻿de﻿Vijver﻿&﻿Mohler﻿2003,﻿154).
How﻿can﻿cross-religious﻿equivalence﻿be﻿established﻿maximally?﻿The﻿basis﻿is﻿









invariance﻿ tests.﻿ See﻿ the﻿ design﻿ of﻿ analysis﻿ for﻿ the﻿ technical﻿ details﻿ of﻿ these﻿
procedures﻿(1.7﻿above).﻿
An﻿example﻿is﻿our﻿scale﻿construction﻿for﻿mystical﻿experience﻿(chapter﻿4).﻿In﻿



















2.7 Normativeness in Comparative Research
All﻿research﻿is﻿normative.﻿This﻿is﻿not﻿problematic﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿normativeness﻿is﻿
recognized﻿and﻿reflected﻿upon.﻿This﻿is﻿not﻿something﻿specific﻿to﻿comparative﻿
research﻿ but﻿ a﻿ necessity﻿ for﻿ any﻿ research.﻿The﻿ thorny﻿ question﻿ is﻿ whether﻿ a﻿
normative﻿perspective﻿can﻿be﻿used﻿in﻿comparative﻿research.﻿There﻿should﻿be﻿
at﻿least﻿some﻿ground﻿for﻿comparison,﻿that﻿is﻿a﻿possibility﻿to﻿establish﻿similarity﻿
and﻿ difference﻿ between﻿ religious﻿ attitudes,﻿ ideas﻿ or﻿ practices﻿ under﻿ certain﻿
socio-cultural﻿conditions﻿from﻿this﻿normative﻿perspective.﻿There﻿also﻿has﻿to﻿be﻿
at﻿ least﻿some﻿common﻿ground﻿to﻿establish﻿similarity﻿and﻿difference.﻿Our﻿ar-
gument﻿ about﻿ weak﻿ rationality﻿ is﻿ relevant﻿ here:﻿ we﻿ cannot﻿ abstract﻿ from﻿ a﻿







mative﻿perspective﻿and﻿a﻿basis﻿ for﻿evaluating﻿different﻿cultural﻿ traditions﻿ in﻿
ever﻿widening﻿horizons﻿(both﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿time﻿and﻿place,﻿i.e.﻿other﻿traditions,﻿
later﻿ generations﻿ and﻿ societal﻿ conditions).﻿ We﻿ think﻿ that﻿ there﻿ are﻿ at﻿ least﻿
three﻿positions﻿which﻿meet﻿this﻿condition.﻿They﻿can﻿be﻿identified﻿as﻿a﻿critical-











spective﻿ of﻿ the﻿ doctrinal﻿ authority﻿ of﻿ a﻿ Christian﻿ church﻿ or﻿ the﻿ normative﻿
stance﻿of﻿specific﻿groups﻿in﻿that﻿same﻿church﻿or﻿religious﻿tradition,﻿such﻿as﻿a﻿

































is﻿ formulated﻿in﻿the﻿perspective﻿of﻿ ‘I’﻿and﻿ ‘you’,﻿ that﻿ is﻿ it﻿ is﻿ linked﻿to﻿specific﻿














uation﻿ because﻿ of﻿ their﻿ decentring﻿ and﻿ universalizing﻿ character.﻿ In﻿ other﻿





























































sons﻿ between﻿ Christian﻿ denominations﻿ and﻿ summarize﻿ the﻿ differences﻿ be-
tween﻿ Protestant﻿ churches﻿ and﻿ the﻿ Catholic﻿ Church.﻿ They﻿ identify﻿ various﻿
dimensions﻿of﻿religiosity﻿that﻿they﻿consider﻿basic﻿and﻿indicate﻿their﻿relevance﻿
to﻿other﻿religious﻿traditions﻿such﻿as﻿Hinduism﻿and﻿Buddhism.﻿However,﻿Stark﻿






the﻿ operationalization﻿ of﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ dimensions,﻿ to﻿ the﻿ statistical﻿ proce-
dures﻿to﻿establish﻿cross-religious﻿comparability.﻿
In﻿section﻿3.2﻿we﻿explain﻿how﻿our﻿theoretical﻿framework﻿expands﻿on﻿Stark﻿
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call﻿these﻿dimensions:﻿belief, practice, knowledge, experience,﻿and﻿consequenc-




























system refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿whole﻿set﻿of﻿ representations﻿(i.e.﻿concepts﻿and﻿notions)﻿
used﻿to﻿interpret﻿and﻿understand﻿reality.﻿Besides﻿scientific﻿representations﻿−﻿
which﻿have﻿considerable﻿cultural﻿importance﻿−﻿the﻿cognitive﻿system﻿includes﻿

















mitment﻿ is﻿highly﻿ formalized﻿and﻿typically﻿ institutional,﻿all﻿known﻿religions﻿
also﻿ value﻿ personal﻿ acts﻿ of﻿ worship﻿ and﻿ contemplation﻿ which﻿ are﻿ relatively﻿
spontaneous,﻿informal,﻿and﻿typically﻿private”﻿(Stark﻿&﻿Glock﻿1968,﻿15).﻿When﻿
comparing﻿different﻿Christian﻿denominations﻿they﻿affirm﻿that﻿“Catholics﻿are﻿





haviour.﻿ This﻿ general﻿ distinction﻿ of﻿ institutional﻿ and﻿ personal﻿ modes﻿ of﻿




Combining﻿ the﻿ three﻿ cultural﻿ systems﻿ with﻿ the﻿ two﻿ modes﻿ of﻿ religiosity﻿
gives﻿us﻿six﻿dimensions﻿of﻿religiosity:﻿the﻿religious﻿cognitive﻿system﻿can﻿be﻿un-
derstood﻿as﻿institutional﻿doctrinal﻿knowledge﻿and﻿personal﻿belief;﻿the﻿religious﻿




















how﻿their﻿adherents﻿ought﻿ to﻿ think﻿and﻿act﻿ in﻿everyday﻿ life”﻿ (Stark﻿&﻿Glock﻿
1968,﻿ 16).﻿ Bearing﻿ this﻿ in﻿ mind,﻿ and﻿ insofar﻿ as﻿ the﻿ normative﻿ system﻿ can﻿ be﻿
brought﻿ to﻿ bear﻿ on﻿ institutional﻿ and﻿ personal﻿ religiosity,﻿ we﻿ distinguish﻿ be-
tween﻿institutional ethical consequences﻿and﻿personal moral consciousness.
With﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ expressive﻿ system,﻿ following﻿ the﻿ distinction﻿
made﻿by﻿Stark﻿and﻿Glock﻿(1968),﻿we﻿include﻿institutional formal ritual and﻿per-
sonal popular devotion.﻿This﻿distinction﻿derives﻿from﻿the﻿fact﻿that﻿religious﻿ex-
pression﻿ tends﻿ to﻿ be﻿ more﻿ spontaneous﻿ and﻿ popular﻿ in﻿ personal﻿ practice﻿







Table﻿3.1 Dimensions of religiosity 
Cultural systems Social modes
Institutional mode Personal mode
Cognitive﻿system Doctrinal knowledge Belief
Normative﻿system Ethical consequence Moral consciousness





































































































item﻿ 14﻿ (factor﻿ loading﻿ .61),﻿ two﻿ other﻿ items﻿ are﻿ included:﻿ item﻿ 20﻿ (“Are﻿ you﻿
convinced﻿that﻿ there﻿ is﻿ life﻿after﻿death?”,﻿ factor﻿ loading.46)﻿ representing﻿ the﻿
dimension﻿of﻿personal﻿belief,﻿and﻿item﻿10﻿(“Do﻿you﻿seek﻿God’s﻿forgiveness﻿for﻿
Table﻿3.2 Factor analysis (PAF, Oblimin rotation), commonalities (h2), percentage of explained 
variance, and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of comparative understanding of 
institutional﻿religious﻿practice among Christian, Muslim and Hindu students.
﻿ ﻿ ﻿ F1 h2
11﻿ Are﻿you﻿interested﻿in﻿learning﻿more﻿about﻿the﻿beliefs﻿and﻿doctrines﻿of﻿your﻿religion?﻿.77﻿ .60
16﻿ Is﻿it﻿important﻿for﻿you﻿to﻿read﻿the﻿sacred﻿scriptures﻿of﻿your﻿religion﻿by﻿yourself?﻿ .70﻿ .50
18﻿ Are﻿you﻿interested﻿in﻿learning﻿more﻿about﻿the﻿moral﻿values﻿upheld﻿by﻿your﻿religion?﻿.69﻿ .48
12﻿ Is﻿it﻿important﻿for﻿you﻿to﻿participate﻿in﻿the﻿religious﻿worship﻿officiated﻿by﻿a﻿priest﻿﻿ .65﻿ .43
﻿ or﻿leader﻿of﻿your﻿religion?﻿
﻿ ﻿ Cronbach’s﻿alpha﻿ .80























scalar﻿ invariant﻿ (Byrne,﻿ Shavelson,﻿ and﻿ Muthén,﻿ 1989).﻿ Which﻿ implies﻿ that﻿
there﻿are﻿at﻿least﻿two﻿invariant﻿indicators﻿per﻿group,﻿and﻿they﻿don’t﻿even﻿have﻿
to﻿be﻿the﻿same﻿over﻿the﻿groups.﻿This﻿is﻿unproblematic﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿the﻿analysis﻿
continuous﻿ within﻿ the﻿ framework﻿ of﻿ SEM.﻿ However﻿ the﻿ use﻿ of﻿ composite﻿
scores,﻿the﻿standard﻿way﻿to﻿proceed,﻿requires﻿full﻿ invariance.﻿Any﻿deviations﻿
from﻿ full﻿ invariance﻿ results﻿ in﻿ bias﻿ in﻿ the﻿ composite.﻿The﻿ seriousness﻿ of﻿ the﻿
bias﻿is﻿related﻿to﻿the﻿degree﻿of﻿deviation﻿from﻿full﻿invariance.﻿There﻿are﻿no﻿rules﻿
or﻿ measures﻿ to﻿ decide﻿ what﻿ a﻿ serious﻿ deviation﻿ is,﻿ however,﻿ in﻿ this﻿ case﻿ the﻿
deviations﻿ were﻿ only﻿ slightly﻿ larger﻿ than﻿ the﻿ misspecifications﻿ we﻿ accept﻿ as﻿
being﻿harmless﻿for﻿our﻿conclusions,﻿i.e.﻿the﻿delta’s﻿we﻿discussed﻿earlier﻿(see﻿sec-
tion﻿1.7﻿on﻿the﻿design﻿of﻿analysis,﻿and﻿section﻿2.6﻿on﻿levels﻿of﻿equivalence).
Table﻿3.3 Reliability of institutional﻿religious﻿practice, percentages of explained variance, and 
number of valid cases for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students considered 
separately.
Cronbach’s alpha % explained variance N
Christians .69 36.5 866
Muslims .65 55.1 253









is﻿ not﻿ significant.﻿ It﻿ must﻿ be﻿ remembered﻿ that﻿ our﻿ measurement﻿ of﻿ institu-









again﻿ find﻿ that,﻿ except﻿ for﻿ one﻿ item﻿ (regarding﻿ astrology﻿ or﻿ consulting﻿ the﻿









Table﻿3.4 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to institutional﻿
religious﻿practice for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students; and comparison of 
means between religious groups of respondents (Scheffé’s test: F-value: 373.90 ; sign. 
<.000).
N Mean S.d. Muslims Hindus 
Christians 866 3.16 .68 **
Muslims 253 3.29 .63 **

























With﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ socio-cultural﻿ characteristics,﻿ gender﻿ is﻿ a﻿ significant﻿ factor﻿
among﻿ Christians﻿ (.25)﻿ and﻿ Hindus﻿ (.12).﻿We﻿ found﻿ considerable﻿ differences﻿
between﻿women﻿and﻿men,﻿with﻿the﻿former﻿attaching﻿more﻿importance﻿to﻿in-








With﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ socio-religious﻿ variables,﻿ personal﻿ evaluations﻿ of﻿ the﻿ per-
ceived﻿ influence﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ socializing﻿ agents﻿ reveal﻿ some﻿ interesting﻿ pat-
terns﻿of﻿association﻿with﻿institutional﻿religious﻿practices.﻿In﻿all﻿three﻿religious﻿







institutional﻿ religious﻿ practices﻿ among﻿ Hindus﻿ (.25)﻿ and﻿ Muslims﻿ (.24).﻿ The﻿
same﻿applies﻿to﻿the﻿correlation﻿with﻿a﻿favourable﻿evaluation﻿of﻿parental﻿influ-
ence﻿on﻿religious﻿socialization.﻿Interestingly,﻿close﻿relatives﻿have﻿a﻿fairly﻿strong﻿




Muslims﻿ run﻿ educational﻿ institutions﻿ which﻿ are﻿ said﻿ to﻿ aim﻿ at﻿ the﻿ religious﻿
identity﻿construction﻿of﻿their﻿followers.5








Table﻿3.5 Social location of institutional﻿religious﻿practice among Christian, Muslim and 
Hindu students. Correlations (eta for the nominal variables sex and language; 
Pearson’s r for the other, ordinal variables) between institutional religious practices 









 Parents .10** .21** .20**
 Relatives .11** .30** .17**
 Friends .08﻿* .16﻿* .17**
 Religious﻿community .28** .35** .29**
 Teachers/professors .15** .17** .22**








We﻿ answer﻿ the﻿ fourth﻿ question﻿ by﻿ means﻿ of﻿ a﻿ linear﻿ regression﻿ analysis﻿
(method:﻿Enter,﻿using﻿SPSS﻿15),﻿in﻿which﻿the﻿personal﻿characteristics﻿are﻿inde-




of﻿ all﻿ groups,﻿ because﻿ we﻿ expect﻿ different﻿ predictors﻿ in﻿ different﻿ religious﻿
groups.﻿Hence,﻿to﻿permit﻿comparison﻿of﻿the﻿analyses,﻿we﻿include﻿the﻿personal﻿
characteristic﻿in﻿the﻿regression﻿analysis﻿of﻿each﻿group﻿of﻿respondents﻿(Chris-


















gious﻿ community﻿ (β﻿ .26),﻿ relatives﻿ (β﻿ .20)﻿ and﻿ parents﻿ (β﻿ .12)﻿ in﻿ the﻿ respon-
dents’﻿understanding﻿and﻿practice﻿of﻿their﻿religion.
Regression﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿ institutional﻿ religious﻿ practice﻿ among﻿ Hindu﻿ stu-
dents﻿yields﻿similar﻿ results﻿ (R2﻿ .14;﻿Adj.﻿R2﻿ .13).﻿Here﻿gender﻿proves﻿ to﻿have﻿a﻿
rather﻿limited﻿influence﻿on﻿institutional﻿religious﻿practice﻿(β﻿.08),﻿while﻿socio-






3.4 Findings and Discussion
Some﻿interesting﻿points﻿for﻿discussion﻿have﻿emerged﻿from﻿the﻿results﻿present-
ed﻿above.﻿We﻿take﻿these﻿up﻿with﻿reference﻿to﻿the﻿research﻿questions:﻿the﻿inter-









Table﻿3.6 Regression analyses for institutional﻿religious﻿practices with weights (β) for each 








 Parents .07﻿* .12﻿* .13**
 Relatives .03﻿ .20** .03
 Religious﻿community .24** .26** .17**
 Teachers/professors ﻿.01 -.02 .09﻿*
 Media .07﻿* .12 .12**
R2 .15 .20 .14
Adj.﻿R2 .15 .18 .13
Standardised﻿regression﻿coefficients﻿(β)﻿are﻿significant﻿at﻿p<.00﻿(**)﻿or﻿p<.05﻿(*)﻿level.
99Religiosity
ment﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ practice.﻿ More﻿ generally,﻿ our﻿ comparative﻿ model﻿ doesn’t﻿
include﻿the﻿personal﻿mode﻿of﻿religiosity﻿at﻿all.﻿This﻿means﻿that﻿our﻿cross-reli-
gious﻿comparative﻿model﻿of﻿religious﻿practice﻿is﻿institutional﻿in﻿character.﻿On﻿
the﻿whole﻿college-going﻿youths﻿ in﻿Tamil﻿Nadu﻿are﻿much﻿ involved﻿ in﻿ institu-
tional﻿religious﻿practice,﻿Muslims﻿and﻿Christians﻿more﻿so﻿than﻿Hindus.
It﻿is﻿not﻿surprising﻿that﻿institutional﻿religious﻿practices﻿are﻿considered﻿im-
portant﻿ in﻿ a﻿multi-religious﻿context﻿ like﻿Tamil﻿Nadu,﻿ since﻿ they﻿express﻿and﻿




all﻿ institutional﻿ aspects﻿ corroborates﻿ their﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿ our﻿ comparative﻿








Although﻿ Hinduism﻿ is﻿ not﻿ an﻿ institutionalized﻿ religion﻿ like﻿ Christianity,﻿ it﻿
could﻿ be﻿ argued﻿ that﻿ the﻿ overall﻿ cultural﻿ tradition﻿ serves﻿ as﻿ an﻿ institutional﻿
basis﻿for﻿the﻿dominant﻿religion﻿in﻿India.﻿Still,﻿Hindus﻿differ﻿significantly﻿from﻿














minority﻿ or﻿ majority﻿ status﻿ of﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ traditions﻿ involved.﻿ However,﻿
further﻿research﻿is﻿necessary﻿to﻿shed﻿more﻿light﻿on﻿how﻿involvement﻿in﻿insti-







tion﻿ of﻿ the﻿ influence﻿ of﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ community﻿ on﻿ religious﻿ identity﻿ has﻿ a﻿
positive﻿ effect﻿ on﻿ institutional﻿ religious﻿ practices,﻿ and﻿ among﻿ Christian﻿ stu-
dents﻿ women﻿ show﻿ higher﻿ levels﻿ of﻿ institutional﻿ religious﻿ involvement﻿ than﻿
men.﻿
The﻿ association﻿ between﻿ the﻿ socializing﻿ agent﻿ ‘religious﻿ community’﻿ and﻿
institutional﻿religious﻿practice﻿is﻿perfectly﻿understandable.﻿Insofar﻿as﻿institu-
tional﻿ aspects﻿ are﻿ stressed﻿ in﻿ religious﻿ practice,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ no﻿ wonder﻿ that﻿ social-







gence﻿ of﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ community﻿ as﻿ the﻿ primary﻿ agent﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ social-
ization﻿ in﻿ an﻿ increasingly﻿ multi-religious﻿ and﻿ secularized﻿ world﻿ (Bajzek﻿ &﻿
Milanesi﻿ 2006,﻿ 77).﻿ At﻿ all﻿ events,﻿ it﻿ refutes﻿ the﻿ frequently﻿ expressed﻿ doubts﻿
about﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿religious﻿communities﻿in﻿religious﻿initiation.
The﻿fact﻿that﻿the﻿religious﻿community﻿ is﻿the﻿only﻿socialization﻿agent﻿that﻿











its﻿ expression,﻿ a﻿ highly﻿ institutionalized﻿ religion﻿ like﻿ Christianity﻿ with﻿ few﻿
roots﻿ in﻿the﻿local﻿culture﻿might﻿ in﻿the﻿long﻿run﻿lose﻿its﻿relevance﻿and﻿thrust﻿
(Panikkar﻿1984).﻿Even﻿at﻿a﻿wider﻿level,﻿“[Christians]﻿are﻿slowly﻿recognizing﻿the﻿
necessity﻿of﻿a﻿new﻿awareness,﻿which﻿ is﻿ tied﻿neither﻿ to﻿(western)﻿civilization﻿
nor﻿to﻿(institutionalized)﻿religion”﻿(Panikkar﻿1993a,﻿152).
101Religiosity
Among﻿ Hindus﻿ the﻿ educational﻿ community﻿ of﻿ teachers/professors﻿ has﻿ a﻿
moderate﻿association﻿with﻿institutional﻿religious﻿practices.﻿Given﻿that﻿Hindu-





ture﻿ their﻿ adherents’﻿ religious﻿ identity﻿ and﻿ religious﻿ practice,﻿ and﻿ generally﻿
they﻿have﻿religious﻿programmes﻿and﻿facilities﻿(e.g.﻿times﻿and﻿places﻿for﻿wor-
ship)﻿for﻿this﻿purpose.﻿This﻿again﻿highlights﻿the﻿ambivalent﻿situation﻿in﻿which﻿
religiously﻿ affiliated﻿ schools﻿ for﻿ minority﻿ groups﻿ find﻿ themselves﻿ (Anthony﻿



































First﻿ we﻿ outline﻿ the﻿ theoretical﻿ framework﻿ of﻿ mystical﻿ experience﻿ pro-
pounded﻿ by﻿ Stace﻿ (1961),﻿ which﻿ forms﻿ the﻿ basis﻿ of﻿ Hood’s﻿ Mysticism﻿ Scale﻿
(4.2).﻿Then﻿we﻿list﻿the﻿research﻿questions﻿and﻿describe﻿the﻿construction﻿of﻿our﻿


















Hood’s﻿Mysticism﻿Scale﻿ is﻿based﻿ in﻿part﻿on﻿Stace’s﻿conceptual﻿ framework﻿of﻿
mysticism.﻿ In﻿ his﻿ seminal﻿ work﻿ Stace﻿ (1961)﻿ outlines﻿ a﻿ conceptualization﻿ of﻿
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gy.﻿His﻿conceptual﻿ framework﻿ is﻿based﻿on﻿three﻿constructs:﻿ (a)﻿a﻿distinction﻿
between﻿ mystical﻿ consciousness﻿ and﻿ its﻿ interpretation;﻿ (b)﻿ a﻿ distinction﻿ be-
tween﻿extrovertive﻿and﻿introvertive﻿mysticism﻿and﻿their﻿core﻿characteristics;﻿
and﻿(c)﻿identification﻿of﻿universal﻿common﻿characteristics﻿(see﻿Table﻿4.1).

















lar﻿ all﻿ over﻿ the﻿ world﻿ in﻿ different﻿ periods﻿ and﻿ religious﻿ contexts,﻿ mystical﻿
experiences﻿can﻿vary﻿insofar﻿as﻿the﻿interpretations﻿of﻿this﻿state﻿of﻿union﻿may﻿
differ﻿from﻿one﻿religious﻿tradition﻿to﻿another.﻿









































































Table﻿4.1 Common core theory of mystical experience (Stace 1961).
Core Characteristics






















The﻿ measuring﻿ instrument﻿ is﻿ based﻿ on﻿ Hood’s﻿ Mysticism﻿ Scale.﻿ Empirically﻿
this﻿scale﻿has﻿proved﻿apposite﻿in﻿diverse﻿cultural﻿contexts﻿and﻿religious﻿tradi-
tions﻿(Hood﻿1975;﻿Holm﻿1982;﻿Hill﻿&﻿Hood﻿1999;﻿Hood﻿et﻿al.﻿2001).﻿Hood’s﻿Mysti-












religious﻿study,﻿we﻿abridged﻿the﻿measuring﻿ instrument﻿ to﻿ twelve﻿ items.﻿This﻿
was﻿possible﻿because﻿Hood’s﻿scale﻿of﻿32﻿items﻿consists﻿partly﻿(16﻿items)﻿of﻿neg-
ative﻿formulations,﻿which﻿to﻿a﻿great﻿extent﻿simply﻿reverse﻿the﻿positive﻿formula-
































es﻿ among﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ students﻿ once﻿ group-specific﻿ differ-
ences﻿have﻿been﻿ascertained?﻿









conceptual﻿ framework,﻿ item﻿ 12﻿ represents﻿ ‘unifying﻿ quality’,﻿ one﻿ of﻿ the﻿ core﻿











(items﻿6,﻿ 11),﻿and﻿ the﻿common﻿characteristics﻿of﻿noetic﻿quality﻿ (item﻿7)﻿and﻿
ineffability﻿ (item﻿ 8).﻿ These﻿ common﻿ core﻿ characteristics﻿ can﻿ be﻿ considered﻿
central﻿in﻿comparative﻿measurement﻿of﻿mystical﻿experiences.﻿
Items﻿6﻿and﻿11﻿represent﻿the﻿(complementary)﻿active﻿and﻿passive﻿aspects﻿of﻿








trovertive﻿ mysticism,﻿ namely,﻿ loss﻿ of﻿ self﻿ in﻿ the﻿ experience﻿ of﻿ union﻿ with﻿ a﻿
higher﻿reality.
The﻿other﻿two﻿items﻿(7﻿and﻿8)﻿of﻿our﻿comparative﻿model﻿concern﻿the﻿com-
mon﻿ characteristics﻿ of﻿ noetic﻿ aspect﻿ and﻿ ineffability.﻿ In﻿ Stace’s﻿ theoretical﻿
Table﻿4.2 Factor analysis (PAF, Oblimin rotation), commonalities (h2), percentage of explained 
variance, and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of comparative﻿mystical﻿experiences﻿





11.﻿ Did﻿ you﻿ ever﻿ have﻿ an﻿ experience﻿ in﻿ which﻿ something﻿ greater﻿ than﻿ yourself﻿
seemed﻿to﻿absorb﻿you?
.49 .24















of﻿ ineffability﻿ fits﻿ the﻿ interpretation﻿and﻿ introvertive﻿ factors﻿equally﻿well.﻿ In﻿











trovertive﻿ and﻿ extrovertive﻿ mysticism.﻿Two﻿ items﻿ in﻿ our﻿ comparative﻿ model﻿
(items﻿6﻿and﻿11)﻿deal﻿with﻿the﻿active﻿and﻿passive﻿aspects﻿of﻿loss﻿of﻿self﻿in﻿the﻿
union﻿ with﻿ a﻿ greater﻿ reality,﻿ which﻿ is﻿ the﻿ core﻿ of﻿ introvertive﻿ mystical﻿ con-
sciousness.﻿The﻿other﻿two﻿interpretive﻿items﻿(items﻿7﻿and﻿8)﻿concern﻿the﻿no-
etic﻿quality﻿of﻿this﻿union﻿(leading﻿to﻿perception﻿of﻿new﻿insight)﻿and﻿its﻿ineffable﻿
nature﻿(experience﻿of﻿union﻿being﻿difficult﻿ to﻿articulate).﻿ In﻿ its﻿composition﻿
the﻿ comparative﻿ model﻿ of﻿ mystical﻿ experience﻿ thus﻿ represents﻿ a﻿ revelatory﻿
and﻿an﻿ineffable﻿experience﻿of﻿union﻿with﻿a﻿greater﻿or﻿higher﻿reality.﻿Hence﻿we﻿



































Among﻿Christian﻿students﻿ females﻿ report﻿a﻿higher﻿ level﻿of﻿vertical﻿mysti-
cism﻿(.12).﻿In﻿the﻿case﻿of﻿Christians﻿four﻿socio-religious﻿characteristics﻿are﻿con-





Table﻿4.3 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to vertical﻿
mysticism for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students; and comparison of means 
between religious groups of respondents (Scheffé’s test: F-value: 27.81 ; sign. <.000).
N Mean S.d. Muslims Hindus 
Christians 852 3.13 .61 **
Muslims 237 3.05 .63 *






















Table﻿4.4 Social location of vertical﻿mysticism among Christian, Muslim and Hindu students. 
Correlations (eta for the nominal variables sex and language; Pearson’s r for the 










 Religious﻿community .12** .15* .14**
 Teachers/professors .19** .16* .18**











a﻿ strong﻿ predictor﻿ of﻿ vertical﻿ mysticism﻿ among﻿ Muslim﻿ students.﻿ No﻿ other﻿
characteristic﻿ (socio-cultural﻿ or﻿ socio-economic)﻿ predicts﻿ a﻿ higher﻿ level﻿ of﻿











Table﻿4.5 Regression analyses for vertical﻿mysticism with weights (β) for each variable and 




 Relatives .00 .20** .07
 Media .14** .16﻿* .11**
R2 .02 .08 .02















cal﻿mysticism﻿has﻿a﻿ revelatory,﻿ ineffable﻿character.﻿This﻿ set﻿of﻿common﻿core﻿




luded﻿to,﻿for﻿example,﻿in﻿the﻿classic﻿of﻿Christian﻿mysticism,﻿The ascent of Mount 
Carmel by﻿St﻿John﻿of﻿the﻿Cross﻿(1542–1591),﻿and﻿in﻿more﻿humanistic﻿terms﻿in﻿













culminates﻿ in﻿ the﻿ realization﻿ that﻿ Ātman is﻿ identical﻿ with﻿ Brahman﻿ (Ayam 
Ātma Brahma,﻿as﻿stated﻿in Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad, 2).﻿
Recognizing﻿that﻿the﻿ground﻿of﻿one’s﻿being﻿is﻿identical﻿with﻿the﻿ground﻿of﻿
all﻿ reality﻿ is﻿ characteristic﻿ of﻿ Hindu﻿ mystical﻿ tradition.﻿ Since﻿ this﻿ ultimate﻿







out﻿ any﻿ subject-object﻿ distinction,﻿ whereas﻿ for﻿ Ramanuja﻿ and﻿ the﻿ bhakti﻿






from﻿ Bengal﻿ the﻿ difference﻿ between﻿ the﻿ two﻿ philosophical﻿ traditions﻿ is﻿ per-
ceived﻿ as﻿ basically﻿ a﻿ matter﻿ of﻿ vantage﻿ points﻿ (Easwaran﻿ 1988,﻿ 30;﻿ Sharma﻿
1993).﻿In﻿relation﻿to﻿the﻿external﻿phenomenal﻿world﻿advaitic﻿and﻿Viśiṣṭādvaitic﻿



















































tical﻿ consciousness﻿ than﻿ to﻿ the﻿ experience﻿ of﻿ the﻿ reality/Reality﻿ as﻿ such.﻿ In﻿









be﻿ present﻿ in﻿ all﻿ religions,﻿ that﻿ is﻿ religions﻿ will﻿ differ﻿ with﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ specific﻿
types﻿of﻿mystical﻿experience.﻿If﻿we﻿consider﻿the﻿results﻿of﻿our﻿research,﻿we﻿find﻿










monistic﻿or﻿pantheistic﻿tendencies.﻿For﻿example,﻿in﻿its﻿Letter to the bishops of 
the Catholic Church on some aspects of Christian meditation the﻿Congregation﻿
























































5.2 Theoretical Framework: Models of Interpreting Religious Plurality
We﻿have﻿reached﻿a﻿stage﻿in﻿history﻿when﻿it﻿seems﻿almost﻿unethical﻿to﻿think﻿
about﻿one’s﻿religion﻿in﻿isolation﻿from﻿other﻿religions﻿in﻿the﻿world﻿around﻿us.﻿In﻿
the﻿ latter﻿ half﻿ of﻿ the﻿ 20th﻿ century﻿ Christian﻿ communities﻿ woke﻿ up﻿ to﻿ this﻿
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perspective﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Christian﻿ faith﻿ gave﻿ rise﻿ to﻿ many﻿ theologies﻿ of﻿ religions.1﻿
Most﻿authors﻿in﻿this﻿field﻿work﻿with﻿three﻿models:﻿exclusivism,﻿inclusivism﻿and﻿
pluralism﻿(cf.﻿D’Costa﻿1986;﻿Wilfred﻿1995;﻿Sterkens﻿2001;﻿Amaladoss﻿2003;﻿Phan﻿















Origen﻿ and﻿ Cyprian:﻿ “Extra ecclesiam nulla salus”﻿ (no﻿ salvation﻿ outside﻿ the﻿
church).﻿In﻿contemporary﻿Christianity,﻿according﻿to﻿Knitter,﻿Protestant﻿evan-
gelicals﻿and﻿fundamentalists﻿occupy﻿this﻿position.﻿In﻿this﻿model﻿Knitter﻿distin-















When﻿Christians﻿attempt﻿ to﻿combine﻿ their﻿affirmation﻿of﻿God’s﻿presence﻿ in﻿












ments﻿of﻿the﻿Second﻿Vatican﻿Council﻿(Nostra Aetate﻿2;﻿Ad Gentes 9,﻿11,﻿15,﻿18)﻿
stopped﻿short﻿at﻿this﻿position﻿by﻿acknowledging﻿the﻿presence﻿of﻿‘rays﻿of﻿Truth’﻿
and﻿ ‘seeds﻿of﻿ the﻿Word’﻿ in﻿other﻿ religious﻿ traditions,﻿which﻿are﻿ thus﻿seen﻿as﻿
‘preparation﻿ for﻿ the﻿ Gospel’﻿ (Lumen Gentium 16).2﻿ Any﻿ further﻿ concession﻿








the﻿ replacement﻿ and﻿ fulfilment﻿ models﻿ outlined﻿ above﻿ the﻿ accent﻿ on﻿ the﻿





















directions.﻿ In﻿ his﻿ view﻿ the﻿ noumenon is﻿ always﻿ more﻿ than﻿ the﻿ phenomenon﻿
that﻿ is﻿ accessible﻿ to﻿ us.﻿ In﻿ other﻿ words,﻿ all﻿ human﻿ knowledge﻿ is﻿ historically﻿











and﻿ is﻿ accessible﻿ in﻿ the﻿ mystical﻿ experiences﻿ of﻿ various﻿ religions.﻿ Panikkar’s﻿
notion﻿of﻿‘cosmotheandric﻿experience’﻿(1993b)﻿is﻿said﻿to﻿exemplify﻿this﻿trend.﻿
According﻿to﻿Panikkar﻿mystical﻿experience﻿is﻿based﻿on﻿a﻿necessary﻿interrela-
tionship﻿ among﻿ three﻿ components:﻿ the﻿ divine,﻿ the﻿ human﻿ and﻿ the﻿ material﻿
world.﻿ Although﻿ different﻿ in﻿ many﻿ ways,﻿ the﻿ three﻿ cannot﻿ exist﻿ in﻿ isolation﻿
from﻿ each﻿ other.﻿ Besides,﻿ this﻿ divine-human-material﻿ interrelatedness﻿ is﻿ dy-
namic;﻿it﻿grows﻿and﻿changes.﻿One﻿is﻿called﻿to﻿live﻿out﻿this﻿relationship﻿in﻿ever﻿






viate﻿ the﻿ needs﻿ and﻿ sufferings﻿ of﻿ the﻿ poor﻿ and﻿ the﻿ oppressed.﻿ This﻿ global﻿


















































The﻿ pluralism of ultimates perspective﻿ is﻿ represented﻿ by﻿ S.﻿ Mark﻿ Heim﻿
(1995),﻿who﻿argues﻿that﻿differences﻿between﻿religions﻿go﻿deeper﻿than﻿just﻿lan-
guage.﻿They﻿reach﻿into﻿the﻿very﻿soul﻿of﻿religions,﻿into﻿their﻿ultimate﻿elements.﻿
Religions﻿ can﻿ be﻿ moving﻿ towards﻿ different﻿ destinations﻿ or﻿ salvations.﻿ In﻿ the﻿
same﻿way﻿differences﻿between﻿religions﻿may﻿also﻿point﻿to﻿differences﻿ in﻿the﻿




or﻿ worldview﻿ cultivate﻿ “a﻿ pattern﻿of﻿ life”﻿ based﻿on﻿ its﻿ definition﻿of﻿ “the﻿ true﻿
aim”﻿of﻿life﻿as﻿a﻿whole.﻿Conversely,﻿the﻿pattern﻿of﻿life﻿and﻿real-life﻿(e.g.﻿socio-
economic)﻿circumstances﻿help﻿to﻿shape﻿the﻿conceptualization﻿of﻿the﻿aim﻿of﻿















not﻿ so﻿much﻿ on﻿acceptance﻿as﻿ on﻿differences﻿ that﻿need﻿ to﻿be﻿accepted﻿ in﻿a﻿


















































































The﻿ questionnaire﻿ distributed﻿ in﻿ our﻿ research﻿ deals﻿ with﻿ the﻿ five﻿ models﻿ of﻿
interpreting﻿religious﻿plurality﻿derived﻿from﻿Christian﻿theology﻿of﻿religions:﻿re-















erationalized﻿as﻿follows:﻿“Other religions do not offer as deep a God-experience 
(anubhava) as my religion”﻿(experiential﻿dimension);﻿“Compared with my reli-
gion, other religions contain only partial truths”﻿(normative﻿dimension); “Com-
pared with other religions, my religion offers the surest way to liberation (salvation, 
mukti, paradise)”﻿ (transformative﻿ dimension);﻿ “Other religions will eventually 





















as﻿follows:﻿“Eventually my religion will replace other religions” (replacement﻿mo-
nism);﻿“Other religions will eventually find their fulfilment in mine”﻿(fulfilment﻿
monism);﻿“The similarities among religions are﻿a basis for building a universal 
religion”﻿(commonality﻿pluralism);﻿“Differences between religions are a basis for 
mutual enrichment and growth”﻿ (differential﻿ pluralism);﻿ and﻿ “Although there 






























these﻿examples﻿one﻿concludes﻿ that﻿ the﻿underlying﻿ idea﻿of﻿ the﻿commonality﻿






















































2012)﻿resulted﻿in﻿an﻿acceptable﻿model﻿ fit﻿ for﻿the﻿test﻿of﻿scalar﻿ invariance﻿for﻿
monism﻿(Χ2[df=88]=376.78;﻿RMSEA=.073;﻿GFI=.95).﻿This﻿means﻿that﻿we﻿can﻿as-
























Table﻿5.1 Factor analysis (PAF, Oblimin rotation), commonalities (h2), percentage of explained 
variance, and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of comparative﻿models﻿of﻿interpreting﻿
religious﻿plurality among Christian, Muslim and Hindu students.
F1 F2 F3 h2
5.﻿ Compared﻿with﻿other﻿religions,﻿my﻿religion﻿offers﻿the﻿
surest﻿way﻿to﻿liberation﻿(salvation,﻿mukti,﻿paradise).
.81 ﻿.01﻿ -.01 .63
10.﻿Other﻿religions﻿do﻿not﻿offer﻿as﻿deep﻿a﻿God-experience﻿
(anubhava)﻿as﻿my﻿religion.
.77 -.01﻿ ﻿.01﻿ .62
3.﻿ Compared﻿with﻿my﻿religion,﻿other﻿religions﻿contain﻿
only﻿partial﻿truths.
.72 -.01﻿ ﻿.01﻿ .54
1.﻿ Only﻿ through﻿ my﻿ religion﻿ people﻿ can﻿ attain﻿ true﻿
liberation﻿(salvation,﻿mukti,﻿paradise).﻿
.69 -.12﻿ -.01﻿ .57
6.﻿ Other﻿religions﻿do﻿not﻿offer﻿a﻿true﻿experience﻿of﻿God﻿
(anubhava).
.69﻿ -.13﻿ ﻿.01﻿ .60
4.﻿ Eventually﻿my﻿religion﻿will﻿replace﻿other﻿religions. .69﻿ ﻿.12﻿ ﻿.01﻿ .40
7.﻿ Different﻿ religions﻿ reveal﻿ different﻿ aspects﻿ of﻿ the﻿
same﻿ultimate﻿truth.
.01﻿ ﻿.81﻿ ﻿.01﻿ .58
9.﻿ Every﻿ religion﻿ contributes﻿ in﻿ a﻿ unique﻿ way﻿ to﻿ the﻿
ultimate﻿ liberation﻿ of﻿ human﻿ beings﻿ (salvation,﻿
mukti,﻿paradise).
.01﻿  .68﻿ ﻿.01﻿ .46
2.﻿ All﻿religions﻿provide﻿an﻿equally﻿profound﻿experience﻿
of﻿God﻿(anubhava).
-.20﻿ ﻿.58﻿ -.01 .56
14.﻿Different﻿ aspects﻿ of﻿ the﻿ same﻿ divine﻿ reality﻿ are﻿
experienced﻿in﻿different﻿religions.
-.01﻿ ﻿.55﻿ -.15﻿ .43
13.﻿Differences﻿between﻿religions﻿are﻿part﻿of﻿God’s﻿plan﻿
to﻿save﻿the﻿world.
.01﻿ ﻿.01﻿ -.64 .41
16.﻿Differences﻿between﻿religions﻿are﻿a﻿basis﻿for﻿mutual﻿
enrichment﻿and﻿growth.
-.01﻿ ﻿.01﻿ -.62 .42
            Cronbach’s﻿alpha .90 .79 .38
































































between﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ groups.﻿We﻿ note﻿ that﻿ the﻿ attitude﻿ towards﻿ differential﻿






Table﻿5.2 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to monism for 
Christian, Muslim and Hindu students; and comparison of means between religious 
groups of respondents (Scheffé’s test: F-value: 309.42 ; sign. <.000).
N Mean S.d. Muslims Hindus
Christians 849 2.76 .91 **
Muslims 241 2.89 .98 **










cate﻿that﻿ there﻿ is﻿dissent﻿ in﻿the﻿religious﻿groups﻿about﻿differential﻿pluralism﻿
(Table﻿ 5.4).﻿ When﻿ we﻿ calculate﻿ the﻿ percentages﻿ of﻿ scores﻿ representing﻿ dis-
agreement﻿(1–2.20),﻿doubt﻿(2.21–2.80)﻿and﻿agreement﻿(2.81–4.00)﻿among﻿Chris-
tians,﻿ Muslims﻿ and﻿ Hindus,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ revealing﻿ that﻿ almost﻿ half﻿ the﻿ Christians﻿
(47.8%)﻿and﻿Hindus﻿(49.7%)﻿agree﻿with﻿differential﻿pluralism,﻿while﻿one﻿third﻿









ligious﻿ plurality.﻿We﻿ discuss﻿ the﻿ models﻿ of﻿ monism,﻿ communality﻿ pluralism﻿
and﻿ diversity﻿ pluralism﻿ successively.﻿ For﻿ each﻿ model﻿ we﻿ give﻿ the﻿ significant﻿
correlations﻿ with﻿ the﻿ personal﻿ characteristics﻿ of﻿ our﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿
Hindu﻿respondents.﻿
Table﻿5.3 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to commonality﻿
pluralism for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students; and comparison of means 
between religious groups of respondents (Scheffé’s test: F-value: 49.30 ; sign. <.000).
N Mean S.d. Muslims Hindus
Christians 848 3.02 .88 **
Muslims 241 2.93 .85 **













munity﻿ (.13)﻿ correlates﻿ positively﻿ with﻿ monism﻿ among﻿ Christians.﻿The﻿ more﻿
positive﻿the﻿evaluation﻿of﻿the﻿influence﻿of﻿the﻿media﻿and﻿the﻿religious﻿com-














While﻿ our﻿ Hindu﻿ population﻿ scored﻿ relatively﻿ poorly﻿ on﻿ monism,﻿ Hindu﻿
women﻿ (1.67)﻿ disagree﻿ even﻿ more﻿ strongly﻿ with﻿ monism﻿ than﻿ Hindu﻿ men﻿
Table﻿5.4 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to differential﻿
pluralism for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students; and comparison of means 
between religious groups of respondents (Scheffé’s test: F-value: 4.73 ; sign. =.009).
N Mean S.d. Muslims Hindus
Christians 862 2.62 .96
Muslims 245 2.50 .96






side﻿ agree﻿ more﻿ with﻿ monism﻿ than﻿ those﻿ living﻿ in﻿ cities.﻿ Socio-economic﻿
characteristics﻿also﻿give﻿some﻿indications﻿where﻿we﻿find﻿(or﻿do﻿not﻿find)﻿mo-
nistic﻿attitudes.﻿In﻿lower﻿castes﻿(-.20)﻿and﻿among﻿students﻿whose﻿parents﻿are﻿
less﻿ educated﻿ (-.18﻿ and﻿ -.13﻿ respectively﻿ for﻿ father’s﻿ and﻿ mother’s﻿ education)﻿
monistic﻿attitudes﻿are﻿more﻿common.﻿Finally,﻿the﻿correlations﻿with﻿socializing﻿
agents﻿point﻿in﻿the﻿same﻿direction.﻿Respondents﻿who﻿perceive﻿the﻿influence﻿of﻿
these﻿ socializing﻿ agents﻿ as﻿ positive﻿ for﻿ their﻿ religious﻿ identity﻿ have﻿ higher﻿
scores﻿on﻿monism.﻿This﻿applies﻿to﻿their﻿religious﻿community﻿(.22),﻿the﻿media﻿
(.20),﻿teachers/professors﻿(.13),﻿parents﻿(.09)﻿and﻿friends﻿(.09)﻿(Table﻿5.5).
Table﻿5.5 Social location of monism among Christian, Muslim and Hindu students. Correla-
tions (eta for the nominal variables sex and language; Pearson’s r for the other, 




 Sex .07﻿* .35** .17**
 Language﻿ .15** .17** .07﻿*



















Christian﻿ students﻿ who﻿ agree﻿ more﻿ strongly﻿ with﻿ commonality﻿ pluralism﻿




Among﻿ Muslim﻿ students﻿ women﻿ (3.20)﻿ agree﻿ significantly﻿ more﻿ strongly﻿
with﻿ commonality﻿ pluralism﻿ than﻿ men﻿ (2.69).﻿ Once﻿ again﻿ women﻿ are﻿ more﻿
open﻿ to﻿other﻿ religions,﻿ for﻿example﻿ in﻿ their﻿agreement﻿with﻿ the﻿statement,﻿
“Religions﻿reveal﻿different﻿aspects﻿of﻿the﻿same﻿ultimate﻿truth”.﻿Like﻿Christians,﻿
Table﻿5.6 Social location of commonality﻿pluralism among Christian, Muslim and Hindu 
students. Correlations (eta for the nominal variables sex and language; Pearson’s r 























urbanized﻿ areas﻿ (-.21).﻿ Higher﻿ parental﻿ educational﻿ level﻿ is﻿ an﻿ indicator﻿ of﻿











































personal﻿ characteristics﻿ showed﻿ relevant﻿ correlations﻿ for﻿ differential﻿ plural-








Table﻿5.7 Social location of differential﻿pluralism among Christian, Muslim and Hindu 
students. Correlations (eta for the nominal variables sex and language; Pearson’s r 






































Table﻿5.8 Regression analyses for monism with weights (β) for each variable and total 




 Sex﻿(male﻿1;﻿female﻿2) ﻿.05 -.36** -.19**
Socio-economic characteristics
 Caste ﻿.02 ﻿.09 ﻿-.08﻿*
Socio-religious characteristics
 Religious﻿community .09﻿* .14﻿* .16**
 Media .13** ﻿-.01 .17**
R2 .04 .16 .11
Adj.﻿R2 .03 .14 .11
Standardised﻿regression﻿coefficients﻿(β)﻿are﻿significant﻿at﻿p<.00﻿(**)﻿or﻿p<.05﻿(*)﻿level.
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sent﻿ tendencies﻿ specific﻿ to﻿ particular﻿ religious﻿ traditions,﻿ they﻿ have﻿ enough﻿











Table﻿5.9 Regression analyses for commonality﻿pluralism with weights (β) for each variable 




 Sex﻿(male﻿1;﻿female﻿2) -.10﻿* .31** .18**
 Urbanization -.15** -.19** ﻿.04
R2 .04 .14 .04
Adj.﻿R2 .03 .13 .03
Standardised﻿regression﻿coefficients﻿(β)﻿are﻿significant﻿at﻿p<.00﻿(**)﻿or﻿p<.05﻿(*)﻿level.
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distinguishable,﻿ their﻿ underlying﻿ perspective﻿ on﻿ religious﻿ pluralism﻿ is﻿ the﻿
same:﻿monism.﻿Previous﻿research﻿in﻿Western﻿contexts﻿among﻿specific﻿religious﻿
groups﻿ also﻿ found﻿ an﻿ empirical﻿ clustering﻿ of﻿ exclusivist﻿ and﻿ inclusivist﻿ atti-
tudes﻿ (Sterkens﻿ 2001;﻿ Ziebertz﻿ 2007;﻿Vermeer﻿ &﻿Van﻿ der﻿Ven﻿ 2004).﻿ In﻿Tamil﻿
Nadu,﻿too,﻿viewed﻿from﻿a﻿cross-religious﻿comparative﻿perspective,﻿the﻿useful-
ness﻿of﻿the﻿distinction﻿between﻿replacement﻿(exclusivism)﻿and﻿fulfilment﻿(in-
clusivism)﻿ proves﻿ to﻿ be﻿ limited.﻿Christians﻿display﻿ a﻿ kind﻿ of﻿ ‘weak’﻿ monism,﻿
characterized﻿by﻿a﻿tendency﻿towards﻿fulfilment.﻿Among﻿Hindus﻿and﻿Muslims﻿

















perspective.﻿ Further﻿ research﻿ into﻿ this﻿ model﻿ could﻿ reveal﻿ a﻿ ‘weak’﻿ and﻿ a﻿
‘strong’﻿position﻿in﻿commonality﻿pluralism,﻿with﻿Christians﻿and﻿Muslims﻿rep-























and﻿Muslims;﻿ they﻿also﻿differ﻿significantly﻿ from﻿the﻿other﻿two﻿groups﻿ in﻿dis-
agreeing﻿with﻿monistic﻿attitudes.﻿For﻿all﻿religious﻿groups﻿the﻿attitude﻿towards﻿
differential﻿pluralism﻿is﻿ambivalent.﻿Although﻿Hindus﻿show﻿more﻿agreement﻿











































tional﻿ theoretical﻿ framework﻿ of﻿ religiocentrism﻿ for﻿ cross-religious﻿ compara-

















its﻿origins﻿ from﻿the﻿angle﻿of﻿ social﻿ identity﻿ theory.﻿Section﻿6.3﻿describes﻿ the﻿
empirical﻿research:﻿we﻿define﻿the﻿research﻿questions,﻿explain﻿the﻿construction﻿
of﻿the﻿measuring﻿instruments,﻿and﻿comment﻿on﻿the﻿analysis﻿procedure﻿appro-













ready﻿ indicated﻿ this﻿ two-dimensional﻿ structure﻿ of﻿ ethnocentrism﻿ −﻿ positive﻿
attitudes﻿ towards﻿ in-group,﻿ negative﻿ attitudes﻿ towards﻿ out-group.﻿ Ethnocen-
trism﻿is﻿“the﻿technical﻿name﻿for﻿this﻿view﻿in﻿which﻿one’s﻿own﻿group﻿is﻿the﻿cen-






tant﻿ in﻿ this﻿ context:﻿ authoritarianism﻿ and﻿ localism﻿ (cf.﻿ Eisinga﻿ &﻿ Scheepers﻿







superhuman﻿ authority﻿ and﻿ unquestioning﻿ submission﻿ to﻿ it.﻿ It﻿ is﻿ associated﻿
with﻿social﻿identification﻿with﻿an﻿in-group﻿perceived﻿as﻿superior.﻿Authoritari-
an﻿ aggression﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿ tendency﻿ to﻿ condemn﻿ or﻿ denounce﻿ and﻿ punish﻿


























to﻿ identify﻿ personality﻿ traits﻿ causing﻿ exclusive﻿ religious﻿ attitudes﻿ like﻿ fun-
damentalism﻿−﻿unless﻿you﻿define﻿fundamentalism﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿specific﻿person-
ality﻿ traits﻿ like﻿ authoritarianism﻿ (Robins﻿ &﻿ Post﻿ 1997;﻿ Hood﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2005).﻿
Conversely,﻿conversion﻿to﻿fundamentalist﻿and﻿exclusivist﻿faiths﻿does﻿not﻿result﻿
in﻿ basic﻿ personality﻿ changes﻿ (Paloutzian,﻿ Richardson﻿ &﻿ Rambo﻿ 1999).﻿ Thus﻿
there﻿are﻿probably﻿better﻿grounds﻿for﻿an﻿approach﻿that﻿connects﻿individuals’﻿
attitudes﻿ with﻿ the﻿ ideas﻿ of﻿ their﻿ communities﻿ or﻿ of﻿ groups﻿ they﻿ relate﻿ to﻿ in﻿
terms﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ identity﻿ construction.﻿ Hence﻿ we﻿ base﻿ our﻿ theoretical﻿ ap-
proach﻿on﻿social﻿identity﻿theory.


























group﻿ identity﻿ potentially﻿ leads﻿ to﻿ prejudice.﻿ In﻿ other﻿ words:﻿ social﻿ identity﻿
theory﻿concerns﻿the﻿construction﻿of﻿(e.g.﻿religious)﻿individual﻿identity﻿through﻿








acteristics﻿ of﻿ the﻿ in-group﻿ are﻿ more﻿ diversified﻿ and﻿ nuanced.﻿ Tajfel﻿ (1981)﻿








































































ments﻿ about﻿ Christians,﻿ Muslims﻿ and﻿ Hindus.﻿ Respondents﻿ indicated﻿ their﻿







spondent’s﻿ religious﻿ self-definition.﻿ Since﻿ the﻿ questionnaire﻿ was﻿ anonymous﻿
and﻿we﻿did﻿not﻿know﻿beforehand﻿which﻿religious﻿tradition﻿the﻿respondent﻿be-
longed﻿to,﻿all﻿respondents﻿actually﻿received﻿the﻿same﻿questionnaire.﻿However,﻿











































religion﻿ Christians﻿ are﻿ Westernized”﻿ (from﻿ a﻿ Muslim﻿ perspective);﻿ and﻿ “Be-
cause﻿of﻿their﻿religion﻿Christians﻿lack﻿a﻿sense﻿of﻿national﻿belonging”﻿(from﻿a﻿
Hindu﻿ perspective).﻿ An﻿ example﻿ of﻿ a﻿ negative﻿ attitude﻿ towards﻿ Muslims﻿ is:﻿
“When﻿it﻿comes﻿to﻿religion﻿Muslims﻿are﻿intolerant”.﻿Examples﻿of﻿negative﻿atti-









































Table﻿6.1 Synopsis of religiocentrism measuring instruments (positive in-group attitudes and 
negative out-group attitudes) according to the respondent’s religion (rows) and the 
religious tradition the attitudes refer to (columns).
Respondent’s 
religion
Religious tradition the attitudes refer to
Christianity Islam Hinduism
Christians Positive﻿in-group﻿[1] Negative﻿out-group﻿[2] Negative﻿out-group﻿[3]
Muslims Negative﻿out-group﻿[2] Positive﻿in-group﻿[1] Negative﻿out-group﻿[3]











detrimentally.﻿ The﻿ research﻿ group﻿ comprised﻿ Christian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿
students;﻿obviously﻿each﻿of﻿these﻿subgroups﻿has﻿a﻿different﻿religious﻿in-group﻿
and﻿ different﻿ religious﻿ out-groups.﻿ Hence﻿ if﻿ all﻿ respondents﻿ were﻿ given﻿ the﻿
same﻿ questionnaire,﻿ they﻿ would﻿ also﻿ be﻿ confronted﻿ with﻿ items﻿ that﻿ assign﻿
negative﻿attributes﻿to﻿their﻿religious﻿in-group.﻿This﻿we﻿wanted﻿to﻿avoid,﻿since﻿
respondents﻿ might﻿ be﻿ affronted﻿ by﻿ such﻿ items.﻿ Irritation﻿ of﻿ this﻿ kind﻿ could﻿
impair﻿the﻿reliability﻿of﻿the﻿measuring﻿instrument.﻿On﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿an﻿empiri-
cal﻿study﻿Tajfel﻿(1981,﻿109)﻿states﻿that﻿some﻿measure﻿of﻿irritation﻿can﻿cause﻿ex-















Whether﻿ the﻿ drawbacks﻿ of﻿ these﻿ alternatives﻿ outweigh﻿ the﻿ shortcomings﻿ of﻿
our﻿ measuring﻿ instrument﻿ is﻿ disputable.﻿ Obviously﻿ the﻿ choice﻿ of﻿ either﻿ of﻿









in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ and﻿ negative﻿ out-group﻿ attitudes﻿ between﻿ the﻿ different﻿







































of﻿ (1)﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ and﻿ (2)﻿ negative﻿ attitudes﻿ towards﻿ specific﻿



















Table﻿6.2 Reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the religiocentrism measuring instruments (positive 
in-group attitudes and negative out-group attitudes), and percentages of explained 
variance according to the respondent’s religion (rows) and the religious tradition the 
attitudes refer to (columns). 
Respondent’s religion Religious tradition the attitudes refer to
Christianity Islam Hinduism
Christians .70﻿[1] .55﻿[2] .48﻿[3]
Muslims .56﻿[2] .62﻿[1] .60﻿[3]





butes﻿ for﻿ all﻿ respondents﻿ function﻿ at﻿ the﻿ same﻿ ratio﻿ level﻿ in﻿ each﻿ religious﻿
group﻿and﻿therefore﻿achieve﻿scalar﻿equivalence.
﻿ Positive﻿In-group﻿Attitudes






characteristics﻿ (to﻿ be﻿ discussed﻿ under﻿ research﻿ question﻿ 3).﻿ Cross-religious﻿
comparisons﻿of﻿the﻿scores﻿on﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿are﻿straightforward,﻿











equal﻿ levels﻿ of﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes.﻿ Positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ do﻿ in-















With﻿regard﻿to﻿negative out-group attitudes towards﻿specific﻿out-groups﻿a﻿more﻿




tudes﻿ towards﻿ the﻿ out-group﻿ (here﻿ Christians)﻿ depending﻿ on﻿ the﻿ in-group﻿
making﻿the﻿judgment﻿(here﻿Muslims﻿or﻿Hindus).﻿Why﻿did﻿we﻿do﻿this?﻿For﻿the﻿
Christian﻿ out-group﻿ we﻿ prioritized﻿ item﻿ specificity﻿ (according﻿ to﻿ religious﻿
out-group)﻿ over﻿ scalar﻿ equivalence.﻿ After﻿ all,﻿ according﻿ to﻿ our﻿ theoretical﻿
framework﻿ the﻿ attribution﻿ of﻿ negative﻿ characteristics﻿ results﻿ from﻿ a﻿ specific﻿
interaction﻿between﻿groups.﻿Negative﻿attributes﻿do﻿not﻿necessarily﻿say﻿some-
thing﻿ about﻿ the﻿ group﻿ possessing﻿ these﻿ attributes,﻿ but﻿ only﻿ about﻿ how﻿ that﻿
group﻿is﻿perceived﻿by﻿another﻿group.﻿They﻿stem﻿from﻿social﻿processes﻿of﻿exclu-
sion﻿ in﻿ the﻿ identity﻿ construction﻿ of﻿ members﻿ of﻿ the﻿ in-group﻿ which﻿ holds﻿
these﻿opinions.﻿In﻿the﻿Tamil﻿Nadu﻿context﻿differing﻿negative﻿attitudes﻿towards﻿
Christians﻿on﻿the﻿part﻿of﻿Muslims﻿and﻿Hindus﻿are﻿a﻿case﻿in﻿point.﻿While﻿Hin-




explicit﻿ qualification﻿ that﻿ the﻿ two﻿ scores﻿ are﻿ not﻿ comparable.﻿ On﻿ the﻿ items﻿
measuring﻿negative﻿attitudes﻿towards﻿Christians﻿Muslims﻿scored﻿(on﻿average)﻿
2.61﻿ (s.d.79).﻿ On﻿ the﻿ items﻿ measuring﻿ negative﻿ attitudes﻿ towards﻿ Christians﻿
Hindus﻿scored﻿(on﻿average)﻿2.37﻿(s.d.79)﻿(see﻿Table﻿6.4).﻿
We﻿ can,﻿ however,﻿ compare﻿ negative﻿ attitudes﻿ towards﻿ Muslims﻿ from﻿ the﻿
perspective﻿of﻿Christians﻿and﻿Hindus,﻿because﻿the﻿same﻿attributes﻿were﻿used﻿
Table﻿6.3 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to positive﻿
in-group﻿attitudes for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students, and comparison of 
means between religious groups of respondents (T-tests for significant intergroup 
differences in Scheffé’s test).
N Mean S.d. Muslims (t-value) Hindus (t-value)
Christians 860 3.23 .74 20.41﻿(p﻿<﻿.000) 29.20﻿(p﻿<﻿.000)
Muslims 254 3.54 .58 63.45﻿(p﻿<﻿.000)








of﻿ Christians﻿ and﻿ Muslims:﻿ Christians﻿ (2.78;﻿ s.d.72)﻿ are﻿ more﻿ negative﻿ about﻿








ferent﻿ personal﻿ characteristics?﻿ Before﻿ answering﻿ the﻿ second﻿ question﻿ we﻿
must﻿be﻿sure﻿ that﻿cross-religious﻿comparison﻿of﻿ the﻿association﻿measures﻿ is﻿
legitimate.﻿ Is﻿ that﻿ really﻿ the﻿ case?﻿ The﻿ answer﻿ is﻿ yes,﻿ as﻿ long﻿ as﻿ there﻿ is﻿ no﻿
Table﻿6.4 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to negative﻿
attitudes﻿towards﻿Christians among Muslim and Hindu students, negative﻿
attitudes﻿towards﻿Muslims among Christian and Hindu students, and negative﻿
attitudes﻿towards﻿Hindus among Christian and Muslim students, and T-tests (where 
possible) of means between religious groups of respondents.
N Mean S.d. Muslims (t-value) Hindus (t-value)
Negative attitudes towards 
Christians
 Muslims 243 2.61 .79 No﻿comparison﻿possible
 Hindus 771 2.37 .79 No﻿comparison﻿possible
Negative attitudes  
towards Muslims
 Christians 848 2.51 .75 -- 4.63﻿(p﻿<﻿.000)
 Hindus 769 2.32 .85 -- --
Negative attitudes  
towards Hindus
 Christians 853 2.78 .72 1.65﻿(p﻿<.050) --
 Muslims 247 2.69 .79 -- --
Scale:﻿1﻿(Disagree),﻿2﻿(Tend﻿to﻿disagree),﻿3﻿(Tend﻿to﻿agree),﻿4﻿(Agree)﻿
157Religiocentrism
non-uniform﻿ bias.﻿ Even﻿ when﻿ the﻿ measurements﻿ do﻿ not﻿ achieve﻿ full﻿ scalar﻿
equivalence﻿because﻿of﻿uniform﻿bias,﻿comparison﻿of﻿correlations﻿is﻿possible.﻿
After﻿all,﻿uniform﻿bias﻿does﻿not﻿affect﻿the﻿association﻿measures,﻿irrespective﻿of﻿
whether﻿ only﻿ one﻿ or﻿ both﻿ variables﻿ are﻿ biased.﻿ If﻿ there﻿ is﻿ uniform﻿ bias,﻿ the﻿
items﻿yield﻿different﻿scores﻿for﻿different﻿groups,﻿but﻿the﻿scores﻿show﻿a﻿linear﻿
transformation.﻿ An﻿ example﻿ will﻿ make﻿ this﻿ clear:﻿ the﻿ absolute﻿ frequency﻿ of﻿
church﻿attendance﻿(for﻿Christians)﻿and﻿mosque﻿attendance﻿(for﻿Muslims)﻿can-
not﻿meaningfully﻿be﻿compared,﻿because﻿they﻿have﻿different﻿meanings﻿in﻿these﻿






de﻿Vijver﻿ &﻿ Leung﻿ 1997;﻿ Harkness﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2003).﻿What,﻿ then,﻿ are﻿ the﻿ personal﻿
characteristics﻿of﻿people﻿who﻿adopt﻿religio-centric﻿attitudes?﻿Again﻿we﻿con-





positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ are﻿ higher﻿ among﻿ students﻿ who﻿ speak﻿ Tamil﻿ as﻿
their﻿mother﻿tongue﻿(3.33)﻿compared﻿with﻿native﻿speakers﻿of﻿another﻿language﻿
(2.89).﻿ Furthermore,﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ are﻿ more﻿ likely﻿ to﻿ be﻿ found﻿
among﻿Christians﻿who﻿have﻿lived﻿most﻿of﻿their﻿lives﻿in﻿towns﻿and﻿villages﻿(r﻿
-.16).﻿ All﻿ socio-economic characteristics﻿ correlate﻿ negatively﻿ with﻿ positive﻿ in-
group﻿attitudes.﻿Stronger﻿positive﻿ in-group﻿attitudes﻿are﻿ found﻿among﻿ lower﻿
castes﻿ (-.17)﻿ and﻿ when﻿ parental﻿ educational﻿ levels﻿ are﻿ low﻿ (.-17﻿ for﻿ mother’s﻿
education﻿and﻿-.14﻿for﻿father’s﻿education).﻿As﻿for﻿socio-religious characteristics,﻿
relatively﻿ strong﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ are﻿ found﻿ among﻿ students﻿ who﻿
evaluate﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿socializing﻿agencies﻿positively.﻿This﻿is﻿true﻿of﻿all﻿the﻿social-
izing﻿ agents,﻿ in﻿ order﻿ of﻿ importance:﻿ the﻿ media﻿ (.17),﻿ parents﻿ (.13),﻿ religious﻿
community﻿(.09)﻿and﻿teachers/professors﻿(.08).﻿


















Among﻿ Hindus﻿ we﻿ find﻿ significant﻿ correlations﻿ of﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ atti-
tudes﻿with﻿urbanization,﻿the﻿Tamil﻿language﻿and﻿age﻿among﻿the﻿socio-cultural 
characteristics.﻿Hindu﻿students﻿who﻿have﻿lived﻿most﻿of﻿their﻿lives﻿in﻿rural﻿areas﻿
show﻿ higher﻿ levels﻿ of﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ (-.18).﻿ Second,﻿ as﻿ among﻿
Christian﻿and﻿Muslim﻿students,﻿speaking﻿the﻿Tamil﻿language﻿relates﻿to﻿higher﻿
levels﻿of﻿positive﻿ in-group﻿attitudes﻿(m﻿=﻿2.90)﻿compared﻿to﻿Hindu﻿students﻿
who﻿speak﻿another﻿ language﻿as﻿ their﻿mother﻿ tongue﻿(m﻿=﻿2.64).﻿On﻿average﻿
older﻿students﻿(not﻿younger﻿ones,﻿as﻿among﻿Christians)﻿display﻿more﻿positive﻿
in-group﻿attitudes﻿than﻿their﻿younger﻿peers.﻿When﻿it﻿comes﻿to﻿socio-economic 
characteristics,﻿ Hindus﻿ belonging﻿ to﻿ lower﻿ castes﻿ have﻿ stronger﻿ positive﻿ in-
group﻿attitudes﻿(-.19).﻿Regarding﻿parental﻿educational﻿level﻿as﻿a﻿socio-econom-
ic﻿ characteristic,﻿ we﻿ find﻿ a﻿ similar﻿ correlation:﻿ lower﻿ parental﻿ educational﻿
levels﻿(both﻿father’s﻿and﻿mother’s)﻿relate﻿to﻿stronger﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿
(-.21﻿and﻿-.17﻿respectively).﻿Finally,﻿among﻿Hindus﻿we﻿find﻿stronger﻿positive﻿in-
group﻿ attitudes﻿ among﻿ students﻿ who﻿ evaluate﻿ the﻿ role﻿ of﻿ socializing﻿ agents﻿
positively,﻿even﻿if﻿the﻿socializing﻿agents﻿are﻿somewhat﻿different﻿than﻿among﻿

























Table﻿6.5 Social location of positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes among Christian, Muslim and Hindu 
students. Correlations (Pearson’s r for ordinal variables. eta for nominal variables) 





 Language .25** .15**﻿ .13**
 Urbanization -.16** -.18**
Socio-economic characteristics
 Caste -.17** -.18** -.19**
 Education﻿mother -.17**﻿ -.30** -.17**
 Education﻿father -.14** -.14** -.21**
Socio-religious characteristics
 Parents .13**﻿ .27** .13**
 Relatives .19** .07*
 Friends .11**
 Religious﻿community .09*﻿ .18** .18**
 Teachers/professors .08* .16* .21**












































lowing﻿ significant﻿ standardized﻿ regression﻿ coefficients﻿ contributing﻿ to﻿ total﻿
explained﻿variance﻿(R2﻿=﻿.18;﻿Adj.﻿R2﻿=﻿.16):﻿gender﻿(β﻿-.31);﻿socialization﻿by﻿teach-
ers﻿and﻿professors﻿(β﻿.09);﻿mother’s﻿educational﻿level﻿(β﻿-.09);﻿and﻿father’s﻿edu-






Table﻿6.6 Regression analyses for positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes with weights (β) for each 




 Sex﻿(male﻿1;﻿female﻿2) .03 -.15* .01
 Language﻿ -.22** -.08 -.03
Socio-economic characteristics
 Caste -.11** -.18** -.14**
 Education﻿mother -.08* -.20** -.01
 Education﻿father -.08* .07 -.14**
Socio-religious characteristics
 Parents .14** .26** .10*
 Teachers/professors .03 -.03 .09*
 Media .15** .08 .16**
R2﻿ .14 .20 .12
Adj.﻿R2 .13 .17 .11
Standardised﻿regression﻿coefficients﻿(β)﻿are﻿significant﻿at﻿p<.00﻿(**)﻿or﻿p<.05﻿(*)﻿level.
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tive﻿ out-group﻿ attitudes﻿ (prejudices)﻿ emerge﻿ in﻿ specific﻿ interaction﻿ between﻿
religious﻿ traditions,﻿ it﻿ is﻿difficult﻿ to﻿make﻿cross-religious﻿comparisons﻿of﻿ the﻿
levels﻿of﻿such﻿attitudes.﻿At﻿best﻿we﻿achieved﻿concept﻿equivalence﻿ in﻿this﻿re-











































on﻿ someone﻿ else﻿ when﻿ describing﻿ their﻿ experiences﻿ (Knight﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2005;﻿ cf.﻿
Nanda﻿2000).﻿These﻿general﻿observations﻿might﻿well﻿explain﻿why﻿women﻿are﻿
more﻿open﻿to﻿a﻿religiously﻿plural﻿environment﻿and﻿consequently﻿display﻿lower﻿
levels﻿ of﻿ religiocentrism.﻿ But﻿ we﻿ can﻿ also﻿ give﻿ an﻿ explanation﻿ relating﻿ more﻿
specifically﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Indian﻿ context.﻿Women﻿ in﻿Tamil﻿ Nadu﻿ readily﻿ exceed﻿ the﻿














Christians﻿ it﻿ is﻿ also﻿ associated﻿ with﻿ higher﻿ levels﻿ of﻿ negative﻿ out-group﻿ atti-
tudes.﻿ Speaking﻿ the﻿ Tamil﻿ language﻿ as﻿ mother﻿ tongue﻿ is﻿ also﻿ a﻿ significant﻿







tudes.﻿ For﻿ Christians﻿ and﻿ Muslims﻿ speaking﻿ their﻿ own﻿ language﻿ could﻿ give﻿














texts.﻿ Nevertheless﻿ recognition﻿ of﻿ this﻿ Tamil﻿ literature﻿ is﻿ under﻿ permanent﻿





vant﻿ to﻿ religiocentrism.﻿Belonging﻿ to﻿a﻿ lower﻿caste﻿ is﻿associated﻿ with﻿higher﻿






tion?﻿ And﻿ why﻿ are﻿ both﻿ correlation﻿ and﻿ influence﻿ not﻿ significantly﻿ stronger﻿
among﻿Hindus﻿than﻿among﻿Christians﻿and﻿Muslims?﻿The﻿results﻿prove﻿that﻿the﻿
caste﻿system,﻿operationalized﻿according﻿ to﻿ the﻿ legal﻿definitions﻿of﻿ the﻿Tamil﻿
Nadu﻿government,﻿is﻿deeply﻿imbedded﻿in﻿Indian﻿culture,﻿irrespective﻿of﻿reli-
gion.﻿It﻿is﻿a﻿socio-economic﻿characteristic﻿rather﻿than﻿a﻿religious﻿standard.﻿This﻿








All﻿ these﻿ negative﻿ correlations﻿ are﻿ meaningful﻿ in﻿ the﻿ regression﻿ analyses﻿ as﻿
well.﻿Among﻿Muslims﻿mother’s﻿educational﻿level﻿is﻿the﻿strongest﻿predictor﻿of﻿
religiocentrism﻿ (both﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ and﻿ negative﻿ out-group﻿ attitudes),﻿





























































are﻿ not﻿ excluded),﻿ but﻿ can﻿ also﻿ relate﻿ to﻿ a﻿ minority﻿ position.﻿ Another﻿ study﻿
that﻿is﻿pertinent﻿in﻿this﻿context﻿is﻿that﻿of﻿Finchilescu﻿(1988),﻿who﻿examined﻿the﻿




































of﻿ facts.﻿They﻿ are﻿ interpretations﻿ based﻿ on﻿ the﻿ (re)definition﻿ of﻿ the﻿ respon-
dents’﻿ religious﻿ identity,﻿on﻿the﻿(re)affirmation﻿of﻿ the﻿authority﻿of﻿ their﻿ reli-




gion﻿ is﻿ evident﻿ in﻿ its﻿ politicization﻿ in﻿ nationalism,﻿ its﻿ radicalization﻿ as﻿
fundamentalism,﻿and﻿its﻿instrumental﻿use﻿by﻿terrorism.﻿No﻿religion﻿is﻿free﻿from﻿
such﻿ambiguous﻿features,﻿given﻿the﻿close﻿ link﻿between﻿religion﻿and﻿the﻿eco-
nomic,﻿political﻿and﻿ social﻿domains.﻿ In﻿ India﻿ the﻿ three﻿ major﻿ religions﻿have﻿
been,﻿and﻿in﻿some﻿cases﻿continue﻿to﻿be,﻿sources﻿of﻿violent﻿conflict.﻿Christiani-
ty’s﻿close﻿link﻿with﻿those﻿who﻿colonized﻿and﻿dominated﻿the﻿Indian﻿subconti-
nent﻿ in﻿ the﻿ latter﻿ half﻿ of﻿ the﻿ second﻿ millennium﻿ and﻿ the﻿ existence﻿ of﻿
contemporary﻿ Christian﻿ fundamentalist﻿ groups﻿ demonstrate﻿ the﻿ conflictive﻿



















7.2 Theoretical Framework: Realistic Conflict Group Theory Versus 
Social Identity Theory 
We﻿ distinguish﻿ between﻿ four﻿ types﻿ of﻿ causes﻿ that﻿ may﻿ lead﻿ to﻿ interreligious﻿














dards,﻿ unemployment﻿ rates,﻿ discriminatory﻿ or﻿ affirmative﻿ action﻿ regarding﻿
appointments﻿ to﻿ public﻿ office,﻿ and﻿ population﻿ growth﻿ caused﻿ by﻿ migration.﻿
Dwindling﻿resources﻿coupled﻿with﻿sustained﻿levels﻿of﻿competition﻿(e.g.﻿in﻿eco-
nomic﻿crises)﻿or﻿increasing﻿competition﻿for﻿stable﻿available﻿resources﻿(e.g.﻿be-
cause﻿ of﻿ migration)﻿ will﻿ trigger﻿ conflict﻿ if﻿ competition﻿ is﻿ interpreted﻿ on﻿ the﻿
lines﻿of﻿the﻿groups﻿involved﻿(Coenders﻿&﻿Scheepers﻿1998).﻿But﻿‘realistic’﻿com-
petition﻿ can﻿ also﻿ be﻿ a﻿ matter﻿ of﻿ perception,﻿ as﻿ when﻿ job﻿ opportunities﻿ and﻿
perceived﻿ living﻿ standards﻿ of﻿ one’s﻿ family﻿ are﻿ considered﻿ to﻿ be﻿ lower﻿ than﻿
those﻿of﻿others,﻿or﻿when﻿one﻿thinks﻿one﻿has﻿less﻿access﻿to﻿education.﻿Perceived﻿
competition﻿is﻿a﻿major﻿determinant﻿of﻿intergroup﻿attitudes﻿and﻿behaviour﻿(Es-
ses﻿ 2002﻿ et﻿ al.).﻿ In﻿ this﻿ study﻿ we﻿ distinguish﻿ between﻿ two﻿ types﻿ of﻿ ‘realistic’﻿
causes﻿of﻿religious﻿conflict:﻿socio-economic﻿and﻿political.﻿
Social﻿identity﻿theory,﻿on﻿the﻿other﻿hand,﻿claims﻿that﻿competitive﻿relations﻿


















































































in﻿history.﻿However,﻿Appleby﻿ (2000,﻿ 110)﻿ suggests﻿ that,﻿possibly﻿ for﻿ the﻿same﻿
reasons,﻿ “Hinduism﻿lends﻿ itself﻿powerfully﻿ to﻿ the﻿cause﻿of﻿nationalist﻿move-


















of﻿ incompleteness﻿ can﻿ tip﻿ over﻿ into﻿ ethno-nationalism﻿ and﻿ even﻿ ethnocide,﻿
which﻿means﻿that﻿minority﻿groups﻿are﻿denied﻿the﻿right﻿to﻿develop﻿and﻿trans-
mit﻿ their﻿ own﻿ language,﻿ whether﻿ collectively﻿ or﻿ individually.﻿ Violence﻿ can﻿
erupt﻿in﻿conditions﻿where﻿anxiety﻿of﻿incompleteness﻿is﻿accompanied﻿by﻿feel-
ings﻿ of﻿ uncertainty﻿ about﻿ their﻿ status﻿ as﻿ a﻿ result﻿ of﻿ social﻿ transformations﻿
caused﻿by﻿globalization,﻿or﻿when﻿the﻿majority’s﻿access﻿to﻿resources﻿is﻿threat-
ened﻿(Appadurai﻿2006,﻿84).﻿In﻿concrete﻿terms:﻿if﻿majority﻿group﻿members﻿(e.g.﻿





















2003,﻿ 225).﻿The﻿ liberal﻿ (or﻿ secular)﻿ state﻿ refrains﻿ to﻿ some﻿ extent﻿ from﻿ giving﻿
specific﻿moral﻿direction﻿or﻿guidance﻿to﻿its﻿citizens.﻿In﻿the﻿eyes﻿of﻿certain﻿reli-
gious﻿movements﻿this﻿creates﻿a﻿moral﻿vacuum﻿or﻿even﻿moral﻿decadence.﻿Peo-
ple﻿blame﻿the﻿ leaders﻿of﻿ the﻿mainstream﻿of﻿ their﻿ religion﻿ for﻿compromising﻿







































al﻿ and﻿ religious﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ intergroup﻿ conflict.﻿ We﻿ define﻿ conflict﻿ as﻿ “the﻿











cific﻿ religious﻿ causes﻿ are﻿ operationalized﻿ in﻿ similar﻿ terms:﻿ “Religiously﻿








Research﻿ question﻿ 1: Which﻿ comparative﻿ models﻿ of﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ interreligious﻿








Table﻿7.1 Factor analysis (PAF, Oblimin rotation), commonalities (h2), percentage of explained 
variance, and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of comparative﻿models﻿of﻿causes﻿of﻿
interreligious﻿conflict among Christian, Muslim and Hindu students.
Theory F1 F2 h2























9.﻿ Religious﻿ conversion﻿ that﻿ changes﻿ the﻿ political﻿
equation﻿ within﻿ a﻿ democracy﻿ increases﻿ conflict﻿
among﻿religions.
P .48 .26
1.﻿ Affirming﻿ one’s﻿ religion﻿ where﻿ there﻿ are﻿ many﻿
religions﻿encourages﻿religious﻿conflict.
R .75 .56





Scale:﻿ In﻿ your﻿ opinion,﻿ to﻿ what﻿ extent﻿ do﻿ the﻿ following﻿ actually﻿ favour﻿ or﻿ encourage﻿ conflict﻿
among﻿religions?﻿1=not﻿at﻿all;﻿2=﻿a﻿little;﻿3=much;﻿4=very﻿much.



















































The﻿ same﻿ two-factor﻿ solution﻿ emerges﻿ when﻿ separate﻿ factor﻿ analyses﻿ are﻿
conducted﻿for﻿Christian,﻿Muslim﻿and﻿Hindu﻿students﻿in﻿the﻿second﻿step.﻿How-
ever,﻿for﻿Muslims﻿items﻿2﻿and﻿9﻿show﻿low﻿communality﻿(both﻿h2﻿=﻿.16).﻿For﻿Hin-












RMSEA=0.043)﻿ for﻿ Christians,﻿ Muslims﻿ and﻿ Hindus.﻿ In﻿ addition﻿ we﻿ tested﻿





On﻿ average,﻿ students﻿ tend﻿ to﻿ agree﻿ strongly﻿ (2.70)﻿ with﻿ the﻿ idea﻿ of﻿ force-
driven﻿religious﻿conflict,﻿with﻿slight,﻿statistically﻿insignificant﻿differences﻿be-












associations.﻿We﻿ describe﻿ the﻿ significant﻿ correlations﻿ for﻿ each﻿ group﻿ of﻿ stu-
dents﻿separately﻿(Table﻿7.3).﻿
Christian﻿ students﻿ who﻿ lived﻿ in﻿ urbanized﻿ areas﻿ (.22)﻿ and﻿ whose﻿ mother﻿
(.22)﻿ and﻿ father﻿ (.16)﻿ obtained﻿ higher﻿ educational﻿ qualifications﻿ agree﻿ more﻿
strongly﻿with﻿force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict.﻿There﻿are﻿also﻿weak﻿associations:﻿

















2.61﻿ for﻿ natural﻿ sciences),﻿ are﻿ found﻿ among﻿ the﻿ lower﻿ castes﻿ (-.15)﻿ and﻿ have﻿
teachers﻿who﻿have﻿less﻿positive﻿influence﻿on﻿their﻿religious﻿socialization﻿(-.15).﻿
Table﻿7.2 Levels of agreement (mean and standard deviation) with regard to force-driven﻿
religious﻿conflict for Christian, Muslim and Hindu students; and comparison of 
means between religious groups of respondents (Scheffé’s test: F-value: 1.60; sign.= 
.201).
N Mean S.d. Muslims Hindus 
Christians 865 2.72 .68
Muslims 252 2.64 .67















respondents:﻿ age,﻿ perceived﻿ socialization﻿ by﻿ parents,﻿ relatives,﻿ friends﻿ and﻿ religious﻿
community.
Table﻿7.3 Social location of force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict among Christian, Muslim and 
Hindu students. Correlations (eta for the nominal variables sex, language and field 
of specialization; Pearson’s r for the other, ordinal variables) between force-driven 
religious conflict and personal characteristics.1
Christians Muslims Hindus
Socio-cultural characteristics
 Sex .09** .27** .09**
 Language﻿ .13**
 Urbanization .22** .16﻿* .18**
 Field﻿of﻿specialization .09** .21** .16**
Socio-economic characteristics
 Caste -.12** -.15**
 Education﻿mother .22** .30** .27**










students’﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿ force-driven﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ interreligious﻿ conflict.﻿ All﻿
three﻿groups﻿tend﻿to﻿agree﻿strongly﻿with﻿these﻿causes.﻿This﻿means﻿that﻿our﻿stu-
dent﻿respondents﻿perceive﻿force-driven﻿issues﻿as﻿sources﻿of﻿conflict﻿between﻿
religious﻿ groups﻿ in﻿ India.﻿ Obviously﻿ not﻿ all﻿ students﻿ show﻿ the﻿ same﻿ level﻿ of﻿
agreement﻿with﻿force-driven﻿causes﻿of﻿interreligious﻿conflict.﻿The﻿level﻿corre-




of﻿ arts﻿ and﻿ social﻿ sciences﻿ agree﻿ more﻿ strongly﻿ with﻿ force-driven﻿ conflict.﻿
While﻿ in﻿ urban﻿ areas﻿ religious﻿ diversity﻿ is﻿ more﻿ clearly﻿ visible﻿ and﻿ relation-
ships﻿are﻿more﻿anonymous,﻿they﻿are﻿not﻿necessarily﻿characterized﻿by﻿more﻿in-




























theless﻿ “Muslim﻿ women﻿ in﻿ urban﻿ India﻿ are﻿ much﻿ worse﻿ off﻿ than﻿ their﻿ rural﻿
counterparts,﻿not﻿only﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿their﻿overall﻿educational﻿status﻿as﻿citizens﻿of﻿
India,﻿but﻿also﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿their﻿relatively﻿poor﻿educational﻿status﻿when﻿com-







among﻿ Muslims﻿ compared﻿ to﻿ Hindus﻿ and﻿ Christians.﻿ Earlier﻿ studies﻿ have﻿
shown﻿higher﻿levels﻿of﻿women’s﻿seclusion﻿among﻿Muslims﻿compared﻿to﻿non-



















































sample﻿ −﻿ where﻿ the﻿ majority﻿ of﻿ professors﻿ are﻿ Christian.﻿ If﻿ these﻿ professors﻿
have﻿ less﻿ positive﻿ influence﻿ on﻿ Hindus’﻿ understanding﻿ and﻿ practice﻿ of﻿ their﻿
own﻿religion,﻿interreligious﻿conflict﻿is﻿more﻿likely﻿to﻿be﻿recognized﻿and﻿attrib-
uted﻿to﻿force-driven﻿causes.﻿And﻿if﻿the﻿influence﻿of﻿the﻿prominent﻿mass﻿media﻿





























oretical﻿ background﻿ underpins﻿ these﻿ labels?﻿ We﻿ think﻿ Hannah﻿ Arendt﻿ pro-
vides﻿a﻿basis,﻿specifically﻿in﻿her﻿political﻿theory﻿and﻿action﻿theory﻿developed﻿in﻿






























































































































































ness﻿ and﻿ affirmation﻿ –﻿ are﻿ expressions﻿ of﻿ strength.﻿ Individuals﻿ or﻿ particular﻿

















































to﻿ think﻿ of﻿ what﻿ cannot﻿ be﻿ accessed﻿ otherwise﻿ (Ricœur﻿ 1967,﻿ 15).﻿ Literal﻿ in-





















































where﻿ than﻿ its﻿ disposition﻿ toward﻿ good﻿ that﻿ has﻿ not﻿ abolished﻿ its﻿ tendency﻿




























tive﻿ thought﻿ has﻿ taken﻿ in﻿ Western﻿ thinking﻿ about﻿ the﻿ aporia﻿ of﻿ evil.﻿ He﻿
understands﻿this﻿Western﻿trajectory﻿as﻿one﻿of﻿refinement:﻿how﻿can﻿speculative﻿
thought﻿reflect﻿the﻿experience﻿of﻿evil﻿in﻿action﻿and﻿suffering?﻿We﻿will﻿not﻿fol-
low﻿the﻿entire﻿ trajectory,﻿as﻿ it﻿ is﻿beyond﻿the﻿scope﻿of﻿ this﻿book.﻿The﻿core﻿of﻿
Ricœur’s﻿argument﻿is﻿that﻿we﻿have﻿to﻿try﻿to﻿understand﻿evil,﻿but﻿in﻿the﻿process﻿





evil,﻿ in﻿ which﻿ the﻿ tragic﻿ and﻿ the﻿ logical﻿ coincide:﻿ something﻿ has﻿ to﻿ die﻿ for﻿
something﻿greater﻿ to﻿be﻿born﻿(Ricœur﻿2007,﻿54).﻿Although﻿these﻿speculative﻿
thoughts﻿display﻿great﻿philosophical﻿refinement,﻿they﻿should﻿be﻿criticized﻿in-

















solve﻿ suffering﻿ not﻿ caused﻿ by﻿ unjust﻿ action﻿ of﻿ someone﻿ towards﻿ others﻿ (e.g.﻿
natural﻿catastrophes﻿or﻿illness).﻿In﻿other﻿words,﻿the﻿practical﻿answer﻿does﻿not﻿
answer﻿the﻿question:﻿‘Why﻿me?’﻿Although﻿we﻿must﻿act﻿when﻿faced﻿with﻿experi-
ences﻿ of﻿ suffering,﻿ practical﻿ answers﻿ do﻿ not﻿ silence﻿ the﻿ question﻿ ‘Why﻿ me?’﻿
Ricœur﻿ then﻿ cites﻿ the﻿ human﻿ capacity﻿ for﻿ feeling﻿ as﻿ a﻿ third﻿ response﻿ to﻿ the﻿
enigma﻿of﻿suffering.﻿Here﻿Ricœur﻿(2007,﻿68)﻿speaks﻿about﻿a﻿spiritual﻿transfor-







































Firstly,﻿ why﻿ should﻿ we﻿ remember﻿ the﻿ victims﻿ of﻿ violence﻿ in﻿ history?﻿ Re-
membering﻿is﻿a﻿moral﻿duty﻿in﻿the﻿sense﻿of﻿a﻿debt﻿owed﻿to﻿victims.﻿Remember-
ing﻿ the﻿ specific﻿ horror﻿ of﻿ violence﻿ prevents﻿ people﻿ from﻿ being﻿ victimized﻿
twice.﻿Our﻿memory﻿of﻿past﻿incidences﻿of﻿evil﻿should﻿respect﻿the﻿uniqueness﻿of﻿
the﻿events.﻿The﻿power﻿to﻿singularize﻿in﻿narration﻿prevents﻿our﻿comprehension﻿













brance﻿ is﻿ a﻿ battlefield﻿ of﻿ interpretations.﻿ Finally,﻿ our﻿ memory﻿ of﻿ suffering﻿


























































others﻿ religion﻿ advocates﻿ peaceful﻿ coexistence?﻿We﻿ think﻿ that﻿ the﻿ theory﻿ of﻿
cognitive﻿dissonance﻿affords﻿insight﻿into﻿the﻿differential﻿influence﻿of﻿religious﻿
meaning﻿systems﻿on﻿the﻿perceived﻿relation﻿between﻿religion﻿and﻿conflict﻿at﻿an﻿
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namic,﻿process-oriented﻿ function﻿of﻿ religion﻿ in﻿people’s﻿ lives.﻿The﻿cognitive-
motivational﻿ approach﻿ is﻿ an﻿ established﻿ paradigm﻿ in﻿ the﻿ study﻿ of﻿ human﻿

















tems﻿ makes﻿ it﻿ possible﻿ to﻿ construct﻿ a﻿ typology﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ groups﻿ based﻿ on﻿









































































good﻿ behaviour”)﻿ and﻿ expectations﻿ concern﻿ things﻿ like﻿ changing﻿ the﻿ world﻿
through﻿good﻿behaviour﻿(e.g.﻿“good﻿actions﻿can﻿turn﻿the﻿world﻿into﻿a﻿just﻿soci-
ety”).﻿Prescriptive﻿beliefs﻿orient﻿people﻿to﻿their﻿future﻿existence.﻿What﻿should﻿












theories﻿of﻿ reality,﻿because﻿ they﻿are﻿ influenced﻿by﻿different﻿social,﻿historical﻿
and﻿cultural﻿settings﻿in﻿which﻿they﻿live﻿and﻿by﻿which﻿they﻿are﻿formed.﻿At﻿the﻿
same﻿ time﻿ there﻿ are﻿ some﻿ common﻿ principles﻿ underlying﻿ the﻿ construction﻿





















of﻿ religious﻿ meaning﻿ systems﻿ by﻿ giving﻿ illustrations﻿ of﻿ descriptive﻿ and﻿ pre-
scriptive﻿beliefs﻿ in﻿religion.﻿Descriptive﻿beliefs﻿include﻿a﻿theory﻿of﻿the﻿self,﻿a﻿






















these﻿ two﻿ extremes﻿ of﻿ evil﻿ and﻿ holiness﻿ mixed﻿ positions﻿ are﻿ possible.﻿ One﻿






3. Religious﻿ meaning﻿ systems﻿ include﻿ beliefs﻿ concerning﻿ the﻿ relation﻿ be-
tween﻿ the﻿ self﻿ and﻿ the﻿ world.﻿ Contingencies﻿ and﻿ outcome﻿ expectations﻿ de-
scribe﻿the﻿relations﻿between﻿self-theory﻿and﻿world-theory﻿(Epstein﻿1997,﻿20).﻿
Contingencies﻿ may﻿ prescribe﻿ different﻿ rules﻿ for﻿ treating﻿ in-group﻿ and﻿ out-
group﻿ members,﻿ or﻿ they﻿ may﻿ teach﻿ the﻿ circumstances﻿ in﻿ which﻿ one﻿ should﻿
treat﻿other﻿groups﻿with﻿either﻿compassion﻿or﻿hostility﻿(Silberman﻿2005b,﻿646).﻿
Outcome﻿expectations﻿concern﻿self-efficacy﻿expectations﻿about﻿world﻿change,﻿
the﻿ability﻿of﻿ individuals﻿ to﻿change﻿ themselves﻿and﻿the﻿world﻿around﻿them,﻿
and﻿ expectations﻿ about﻿ the﻿ means﻿ to﻿ effect﻿ this﻿ change.﻿ Outcome﻿ expecta-
tions,﻿ then,﻿ relate﻿ to﻿ the﻿ perceived﻿ legitimacy﻿ of﻿ violent﻿ behaviour﻿ to﻿ reach﻿
goals﻿in﻿the﻿interest﻿of﻿one’s﻿own﻿religious﻿group.﻿Some﻿research﻿shows﻿opposi-
tion﻿between﻿the﻿wish﻿to﻿change﻿the﻿world﻿and﻿the﻿aspiration﻿to﻿change﻿one’s﻿













4. Religious﻿ meaning﻿ systems﻿ influence﻿ forms﻿ of﻿ self-regulation﻿ and﻿ may﻿
encourage﻿or﻿discourage﻿people﻿to﻿strive﻿for﻿specific﻿life﻿goals﻿(Higgins﻿&﻿Sil-
berman﻿1998).﻿Robert﻿Emmons,﻿a﻿personality﻿psychologist﻿studying﻿spiritual﻿
goals,﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ goals﻿ as﻿ strivings﻿ which﻿ motivate﻿ persons﻿ to﻿ act﻿ towards﻿ an﻿
identifiable﻿end-point﻿that﻿is﻿highly﻿valued﻿(Emmons﻿1999,﻿26).﻿Some﻿life﻿goals﻿













human﻿ good﻿ or﻿ avoiding﻿ harm”﻿ (Ward﻿ 2004,﻿ 3).﻿ Religious﻿ systems﻿ stipulate﻿
which﻿ actions﻿ are﻿ appropriate﻿ and﻿ inappropriate.﻿ Some﻿ actions﻿ are﻿ seen﻿ as﻿
prototypically﻿religious﻿or﻿spiritual,﻿such﻿as﻿prayer,﻿meditation﻿and﻿participa-
tion﻿in﻿rituals.﻿All﻿actions﻿primarily﻿seek﻿to﻿strengthen﻿the﻿believer’s﻿relation-





contribute﻿ to﻿what﻿ is﻿considered﻿morally﻿good﻿ is﻿put﻿beyond﻿human﻿doubt.﻿
Institutionalization﻿plays﻿an﻿important﻿role﻿in﻿establishing﻿religious﻿practices.﻿






man﻿ power.﻿ Religious﻿ practices﻿ are﻿ social﻿ phenomena.﻿ The﻿ intentionality﻿















perience﻿ a﻿ unique,﻿ emotionally﻿ powerful﻿ closeness﻿ to﻿ God.﻿ For﻿ example,﻿ in﻿
rituals﻿the﻿participants﻿look﻿for﻿the﻿act﻿or﻿instrument﻿which﻿conveys﻿the﻿pres-


















































authority﻿ is﻿ a﻿ legitimate﻿ guide﻿ for﻿ civil﻿ government).﻿ Intolerance﻿ of﻿ others’﻿
































































ing﻿ religious﻿ transformation.﻿ Strong﻿ religious﻿ regimes﻿ (amounting﻿ to﻿ close﻿


























most﻿ powerful﻿ negative﻿ emotions﻿ is﻿ anger﻿ at﻿ the﻿ desecration﻿ of﻿ an﻿ object,﻿



























liefs﻿ in﻿ their﻿ personal﻿ religious﻿ meaning﻿ system?﻿ As﻿ said﻿ before,﻿ religious﻿




preted﻿ in﻿ their﻿ religious﻿ schemes﻿ and﻿ structures.﻿ In﻿ accommodation﻿ the﻿
meaning﻿system﻿changes﻿to﻿be﻿in﻿line﻿with﻿the﻿context.﻿People﻿want﻿to﻿have﻿
beliefs﻿that﻿are﻿consonant﻿with﻿their﻿behaviour,﻿and﻿vice﻿versa.﻿When﻿they﻿pray﻿
they﻿ have﻿ beliefs﻿ regarding﻿ the﻿ outcome﻿ of﻿ prayer,﻿ which﻿ motivate﻿ them﻿ to﻿
pray.﻿If﻿they﻿are﻿violent,﻿they﻿will﻿have﻿beliefs﻿that﻿legitimize﻿their﻿actions.﻿The﻿
psychological﻿ mechanism﻿ for﻿ arranging﻿ people’s﻿ beliefs﻿ in﻿ relation﻿ to﻿ each﻿
other﻿and﻿in﻿relation﻿to﻿their﻿behaviour﻿is﻿called﻿cognitive﻿dissonance﻿reduc-
tion.﻿The﻿theory﻿of﻿cognitive﻿dissonance﻿maintains﻿that﻿people﻿are﻿driven﻿by﻿a﻿




agement﻿ and﻿ protection﻿ of﻿ the﻿ self﻿ (or﻿ identity)﻿ play﻿ an﻿ important﻿ role﻿ in﻿
reducing﻿dissonance.﻿This﻿makes﻿it﻿a﻿very﻿useful﻿theory﻿to﻿understand﻿the﻿psy-
chological﻿ dynamics﻿ of﻿ attributing﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ conflict.﻿ Earlier﻿ we﻿
explained﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿conflict﻿in﻿connection﻿with﻿a﻿(re)definition﻿of﻿self-
identity﻿(7.2).﻿In﻿this﻿section﻿we﻿first﻿summarize﻿the﻿main﻿ideas﻿of﻿the﻿theory﻿of﻿







1955.﻿ All﻿ people﻿ would﻿ perish﻿ except﻿ those﻿ who﻿ believed﻿ in﻿ the﻿ prophecies﻿
emanating﻿from﻿the﻿planet﻿Clarion.﻿Festinger﻿and﻿his﻿students﻿expected﻿that﻿
the﻿members﻿of﻿the﻿cult﻿would﻿face﻿great﻿cognitive﻿inconsistency﻿on﻿the﻿morn-












































end﻿ of﻿ the﻿ world﻿ is﻿ illustrated﻿ by﻿ the﻿ fact﻿ that﻿ some﻿ of﻿ them﻿ had﻿ sold﻿ their﻿
houses﻿and﻿quitted﻿their﻿jobs.﻿Festinger﻿and﻿his﻿colleagues﻿observed﻿that﻿in﻿the﻿


















sible﻿ for﻿ their﻿ actions﻿ and﻿ realize﻿ that﻿ the﻿ consequences﻿ are﻿ irrevocable.﻿ If﻿
people﻿are﻿able﻿to﻿absolve﻿themselves﻿of﻿responsibility﻿for﻿an﻿aversive﻿conse-








































high﻿ expectations﻿ that﻿ functions﻿ as﻿ a﻿ personal﻿ standard﻿ of﻿ judgment﻿ in﻿ the﻿
context﻿of﻿discrepant﻿behaviour.﻿For﻿example,﻿people﻿remind﻿themselves﻿that﻿
they﻿are﻿decent﻿humans﻿with﻿high﻿moral﻿standards.﻿How﻿can﻿this﻿affect﻿disso-































identity,﻿ because﻿ authority﻿ claims﻿ and﻿ strong﻿ identity﻿ definitions﻿ offer﻿ solid﻿












sistency﻿ is﻿ important﻿ for﻿ people﻿ to﻿ maintain﻿ a﻿ stable﻿ meaning﻿ system.﻿ “As﻿
threat﻿to﻿the﻿stability﻿of﻿their﻿conceptual﻿system﻿mounts,﻿people﻿experience﻿
increasing﻿anxiety﻿and﻿a﻿tendency﻿for﻿their﻿conceptual﻿system﻿to﻿become﻿dis-


















to﻿ either﻿ socio-economic,﻿ political,﻿ ethnic-cultural﻿ or﻿ religious﻿ force-driven﻿





















the﻿ authority﻿ claimed﻿ by﻿ religious﻿ institutions.﻿ Religious﻿ institutions﻿ tend﻿
to﻿control﻿believers’﻿practices﻿as﻿a﻿means﻿of﻿opposing﻿change﻿in﻿their﻿tradi﻿tion.﻿
Strong﻿ motivation﻿ to﻿ learn﻿ more﻿ about﻿ the﻿ beliefs﻿ and﻿ doctrines﻿ of﻿ one’s﻿
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religious﻿tradition;﻿evaluating﻿reading﻿sacred﻿scriptures﻿as﻿important;﻿keen﻿in-








A﻿ second﻿ prescriptive﻿ belief﻿ which﻿ can﻿ influence﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿ force-
driven﻿religious﻿conflict﻿is vertical mysticism﻿(cf.﻿chapter﻿4).﻿Religions﻿can﻿fa-





sors﻿ and﻿ the﻿ media﻿ on﻿ personal﻿ religiosity.﻿ In﻿ other﻿ words:﻿ revelatory﻿ and﻿
ineffable﻿experiences﻿of﻿union﻿with﻿a﻿greater﻿reality﻿correlate﻿with﻿a﻿perceived﻿
positive﻿influence﻿of﻿most﻿agents﻿of﻿religious﻿socialization.﻿Mysticism﻿also﻿re-
lates﻿ positively﻿ to﻿ intrinsic﻿ religiosity﻿ (Hood﻿ &﻿ Morris﻿ 1990;﻿ Campbell﻿ et﻿ al.﻿
2010)﻿and﻿religious﻿or﻿spiritual﻿practice﻿(Hood﻿et﻿al.﻿2009,﻿362ff).﻿Overall,﻿then,﻿
it﻿seems﻿likely﻿that﻿vertical﻿mysticism﻿relates﻿negatively﻿to﻿the﻿attribution﻿of﻿









































conflict.﻿ But﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ do﻿ not﻿ necessarily﻿ imply﻿ feelings﻿ of﻿
superiority.﻿Group﻿characteristics﻿have﻿to﻿be﻿compared﻿to﻿speak﻿of﻿‘superiori-
ty’,﻿and﻿comparison﻿ is﻿only﻿one﻿aspect﻿of﻿ social﻿ identity﻿construction,﻿along﻿
with﻿categorization﻿and﻿identification﻿(cf.﻿6.2).﻿It﻿might﻿well﻿be﻿that﻿positive﻿
in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ are﻿ indicators﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ belonging﻿ and﻿ commitment﻿ to﻿
one’s﻿own﻿religious﻿tradition,﻿without﻿implying﻿superiority﻿or﻿exclusive﻿truth﻿
claims.﻿This﻿means﻿that﻿the﻿relation﻿between﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿and﻿












of﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿ attitudes﻿ on﻿ support﻿ of﻿ violence﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Philippines,﻿ al-
though﻿Subagya﻿(2015)﻿established﻿a﻿very﻿small﻿correlation﻿in﻿Indonesia.﻿Hadi-
witanto﻿ (2015),﻿ on﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ establishes﻿ a﻿ clear﻿ (positive!)﻿ correlation﻿


























religious﻿ groups﻿ (cf.﻿ chapter﻿ 7).﻿ Institutional religious practice﻿ has﻿ doctrinal,﻿








ficulty﻿ of﻿ articulating﻿ the﻿ meaning)﻿ of﻿ a﻿ mystical﻿ experience﻿ (cf.﻿ chapter﻿ 4).﻿
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With﻿regard﻿to﻿models﻿of﻿interpreting﻿religious﻿plurality,﻿we﻿used﻿three﻿mea-






















one﻿ religious﻿ group.﻿We﻿ did﻿ not﻿ require﻿ this﻿ level﻿ of﻿ association﻿ of﻿ all﻿ three﻿
groups,﻿since﻿there﻿can﻿be﻿different﻿predictors﻿in﻿each﻿religious﻿group.﻿Based﻿































Figure﻿8.1 Structural model to analyse the influence of beliefs and students’ characteristics on 







Negative towards out-group 1












Figure﻿8.2 Structural model of the influence of beliefs and personal characteristics on 
force-driven religious conflict among Christian students (beta coefficients).2






















































Other﻿ personal﻿ characteristics﻿ have﻿ an﻿ indirect﻿ influence﻿ on﻿ force-driven﻿
religious﻿conflict﻿via﻿beliefs﻿(gender,﻿urbanization﻿and﻿again﻿field﻿of﻿specializa-
tion﻿and﻿mother’s﻿educational﻿level).﻿Female﻿students﻿(β﻿.23)﻿and﻿those﻿who﻿












Which﻿ beliefs﻿ of﻿ Muslim﻿ students﻿ predict﻿ force-driven﻿ religious﻿ conflict﻿





result﻿ contradicts﻿ our﻿ expectation﻿ in﻿ hypothesis﻿ 4.﻿ We﻿ will﻿ reflect﻿ on﻿ this﻿
anomaly﻿in﻿the﻿discussion﻿(8.4).﻿
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Figure﻿8.3 Structural model of the influence of beliefs and personal characteristics on 




































Figure﻿8.4﻿ Structural model of the influence of beliefs and personal characteristics on 

















































students﻿ while﻿ controlling﻿ for﻿ socio-cultural,﻿ socio-economic﻿ and﻿ socio-reli-
















These﻿ are﻿ identical﻿ with﻿ the﻿ results﻿ found﻿ among﻿ Christian﻿ and﻿ Muslim﻿ re-
spondents.
All﻿personal﻿characteristics﻿are﻿indirectly﻿linked﻿with﻿force-driven﻿religious﻿




tively﻿ low﻿ educational﻿ levels﻿ (β﻿ -.10)﻿ show﻿ greater﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿ monism.﻿
Agreement﻿with﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿is﻿linked﻿with﻿living﻿in﻿less﻿urban-
ized﻿areas﻿(β﻿-.09),﻿lower﻿levels﻿of﻿father’s﻿education﻿(β﻿-.15)﻿and﻿studying﻿natu-






8.4 Findings and Discussion






























bution﻿ of﻿ interreligious﻿ conflicts﻿ to﻿ force-driven﻿ causes.﻿ Vertical﻿ mysticism,﻿
monism﻿and﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿reduce﻿agreement﻿with﻿force-driven﻿
interreligious﻿conflict,﻿whereas﻿negative﻿attitudes﻿towards﻿Christians﻿contrib-
ute﻿ to﻿ it.﻿ The﻿ findings﻿ concerning﻿ the﻿ personal﻿ characteristics﻿ are﻿ identical﻿
with﻿those﻿among﻿Christian﻿and﻿Muslim﻿respondents:﻿higher﻿educational﻿level﻿
of﻿ the﻿ mother﻿ and﻿ studying﻿ art﻿ or﻿ social﻿ sciences﻿ increase﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿
force-driven﻿conflict.
What﻿do﻿ these﻿ research﻿ findings﻿ imply﻿ for﻿ the﻿hypotheses﻿ formulated﻿ for﻿
each﻿belief﻿(cf.﻿8.3.1)?﻿Did﻿the﻿hypotheses﻿pass﻿the﻿test﻿of﻿falsification?﻿And﻿are﻿





ligious﻿ groups:﻿ interreligious﻿ conflicts﻿ are﻿ (more﻿ widely)﻿ attributed﻿ to﻿
force-driven﻿causes﻿when﻿students﻿display﻿higher﻿ levels﻿of﻿ institutional﻿ reli-
gious﻿practice.
The﻿ second﻿ hypothesis﻿ concerns﻿ the﻿ negative﻿ relation﻿ between﻿ vertical﻿
mysticism﻿as﻿a﻿prescriptive﻿belief﻿and﻿force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict.﻿This﻿hy-
pothesis﻿ is﻿ corroborated﻿ by﻿ our﻿ findings.﻿ More﻿ specifically,﻿ Hindu﻿ students﻿










Table﻿8.1 Direct predictors of force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict among Christian, Muslim and 
Hindu students with reference to hypotheses.
Christians Muslims Hindus
Prescriptive beliefs









 Educational﻿level﻿mother + + +
















ers﻿ who﻿ are﻿ less﻿ involved﻿ with﻿ their﻿ religious﻿ in-group﻿ agree﻿ more﻿ with﻿
force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict.﻿
The﻿ seventh﻿ hypothesis﻿ concerns﻿ negative﻿ out-group﻿ attitudes.﻿ We﻿ pro-
posed﻿that﻿negative﻿out-group﻿attitudes﻿would﻿ increase﻿ the﻿ likelihood﻿of﻿at-
tributing﻿interreligious﻿conflict﻿to﻿force-driven﻿causes.﻿This﻿hypothesis,﻿too,﻿is﻿
confirmed﻿for﻿Hindu﻿students﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿their﻿negative﻿out-group﻿attitudes﻿
towards﻿ Christians,﻿ but﻿ not﻿ with﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ their﻿ negative﻿ attitudes﻿ towards﻿































What﻿about﻿ the﻿negative﻿ relation﻿between﻿monism﻿and﻿ force-driven﻿ reli-
gious﻿conflict﻿against﻿this﻿background?﻿Why﻿would﻿Hindu﻿students﻿be﻿more﻿
inclined﻿to﻿attribute﻿ interreligious﻿conflict﻿ to﻿ force-driven﻿causes﻿when﻿they﻿
reject﻿absolute﻿truth﻿claims,﻿while﻿we﻿do﻿not﻿find﻿this﻿(negative)﻿correlation﻿
among﻿ Christians﻿ and﻿ Muslims?﻿The﻿ key﻿ to﻿ this﻿ question﻿ can﻿ be﻿ the﻿ Hindu﻿
conception﻿of﻿absolute﻿truth,﻿which﻿differs﻿from﻿that﻿of﻿Christianity﻿and﻿Islam.﻿
According﻿to﻿Weber﻿(1996)﻿monotheistic﻿religions﻿formulate﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿ab-










that﻿ societal﻿change﻿ is﻿possible﻿–﻿associated﻿with﻿ rejection﻿of﻿monism﻿–﻿ in-
creases﻿the﻿likelihood﻿that﻿conflicts﻿in﻿society﻿are﻿indeed﻿attributed﻿to﻿force-
driven﻿ economic,﻿ political﻿ or﻿ socio-cultural﻿ causes.﻿ We﻿ are﻿ not﻿ sure﻿ if﻿ the﻿
rejection﻿of﻿absolute﻿truth﻿claims﻿has﻿an﻿impact﻿on﻿the﻿attribution﻿of﻿specific﻿
conflicts﻿between﻿religious﻿groups.﻿Neither﻿do﻿we﻿know﻿whether﻿interreligious﻿

















































ment﻿ with﻿ force-driven﻿ religious﻿ conflict.﻿ Then﻿ we﻿ discuss﻿ how﻿ negative﻿
out-group﻿attitudes﻿among﻿Hindus﻿can﻿induce﻿force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict.﻿
How﻿do﻿we﻿explain﻿the﻿negative﻿relation﻿between﻿positive in-group attitudes﻿
and﻿ force-driven﻿ religious﻿ conflict?﻿We﻿ found﻿ that﻿ Christian﻿ and﻿ Hindu﻿ stu-
dents﻿with﻿low﻿levels﻿of﻿positive﻿in-group﻿attitudes﻿are﻿more﻿inclined﻿to﻿attri-
bute﻿interreligious﻿conflict﻿to﻿force-driven﻿causes.﻿Conversely,﻿stronger﻿positive﻿




















states﻿of﻿anxiety.﻿Through﻿conflict﻿people﻿ force﻿others﻿ to﻿ take﻿ them﻿into﻿ac-
count﻿or﻿try﻿to﻿command﻿respect.﻿If﻿low﻿self-esteem﻿relates﻿to﻿conflictive﻿rela-
tions﻿with﻿others,﻿ it﻿ follows﻿ that﻿people﻿with﻿ low﻿ levels﻿of﻿positive﻿ in-group﻿





and﻿ Dearing﻿ (2004,﻿ 60)﻿ “feelings﻿ of﻿ shame﻿ engender﻿ low﻿ self-esteem﻿ and,﻿ in﻿
turn,﻿low﻿self-esteem﻿results﻿in﻿a﻿vulnerability﻿to﻿feelings﻿of﻿shame”.﻿Shame﻿can﻿
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produce﻿ other-directed﻿ anger,﻿ because﻿ aggression﻿ tries﻿ to﻿ externalize﻿ the﻿












(b) However,﻿we﻿should﻿stress﻿ that﻿ relating﻿positive﻿ in-group﻿attitudes﻿ to﻿
self-esteem,﻿let﻿alone﻿identifying﻿them,﻿is﻿heavily﻿contested.﻿A﻿direct﻿relation﻿






ily﻿ leaps﻿ from﻿social﻿ to﻿personal﻿ identity﻿ issues,﻿ thus﻿overlooking﻿the﻿ ‘social’﻿
strategies﻿ to﻿ maintain﻿ a﻿ positive﻿ self-concept﻿ like﻿ social﻿ mobility﻿ and﻿ social﻿
creativity﻿(Long﻿&﻿Spears﻿1997;﻿Turner﻿&﻿Oakes﻿1997;﻿Rubin﻿&﻿Hewstone﻿1998;﻿









We﻿ also﻿ found﻿ some﻿ support﻿ for﻿ our﻿ seventh﻿ hypothesis:﻿ negative out-group 












idea﻿ in﻿ this﻿ theory﻿ is﻿ that﻿ actual﻿ or﻿ perceived﻿ “competition﻿ between﻿ ethnic﻿
groups,﻿at﻿an﻿individual﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿a﻿contextual﻿level,﻿may﻿reinforce﻿the﻿mecha-


























cation﻿ is﻿ problematic﻿ in﻿ India.﻿ The﻿ literacy﻿ rate﻿ in﻿ 2001﻿ was﻿ 64%,﻿ but﻿ even﻿
though﻿the﻿gap﻿is﻿narrowing,﻿there﻿is﻿still﻿a﻿significant﻿difference﻿between﻿fe-
male﻿(54%)﻿and﻿male﻿(75%)﻿literacy.﻿Only﻿1%﻿of﻿women﻿attend﻿university﻿or﻿
college,﻿ versus﻿ 3%﻿ of﻿ men﻿ (Departments﻿ of﻿ School﻿ Education,﻿ Literacy﻿ and﻿
Higher﻿ Education﻿ 2007).﻿ Taking﻿ the﻿ mother’s﻿ educational﻿ level﻿ as﻿ a﻿ socio-﻿
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economic﻿characteristic,﻿high﻿socio-economic﻿status﻿induces﻿agreement﻿with﻿







tial﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ interreligious﻿ conflict﻿ identified﻿ in﻿ our﻿ measurement﻿ are﻿ eco-
nomic﻿and﻿political﻿causes:﻿economic﻿causes﻿like﻿overt﻿or﻿tacit﻿approval﻿of﻿vio-
lence﻿as﻿a﻿means﻿of﻿social﻿change,﻿and﻿political﻿causes﻿ like﻿political﻿ leaders’﻿























Conclusion: Prospects for Theory and Practice
9.1 Introduction
What﻿ possible﻿ causes﻿ of﻿ interreligious﻿ conflict﻿ are﻿ discerned﻿ by﻿ Christian,﻿
Muslim﻿and﻿Hindu﻿students﻿in﻿Tamil﻿Nadu?﻿To﻿which﻿of﻿these﻿causes﻿are﻿con-
flicts﻿ attributed?﻿ Which﻿ beliefs﻿ in﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ meaning﻿ system﻿ contribute,﻿

















terreligious﻿ conflict﻿ to﻿ realistic﻿ causes﻿ (i.e.﻿ socio-economic﻿ and﻿ political﻿ cir-














religious﻿ groups:﻿ socio-economic;﻿ political;﻿ ethno-cultural;﻿ and﻿ religious﻿
















Although﻿ these﻿ four﻿ causes﻿ can﻿ be﻿ distinguished,﻿ at﻿ least﻿ theoretically,﻿ they﻿
overlap﻿as﻿well.﻿In﻿all﻿four﻿potential﻿causes﻿of﻿interreligious﻿conflict﻿violent﻿ac-






dom﻿ of﻿ members﻿ of﻿ other﻿ religious﻿ groups﻿ to﻿ consent﻿ to﻿ this﻿ end.﻿ In﻿ other﻿






uncertainty﻿ and﻿ anxiety.﻿ Differences﻿ between﻿ religious﻿ groups﻿ in﻿ India﻿ are﻿
complex﻿and﻿pervasive﻿when﻿it﻿comes﻿to﻿wealth,﻿power,﻿ethnicity,﻿language,﻿et﻿
cetera.﻿In﻿contexts﻿where﻿cross-religious﻿differences﻿are﻿deep﻿and﻿pervasive﻿all﻿
potential﻿ causes﻿ seem﻿ to﻿ be﻿ perceived﻿ as﻿ relevant﻿ to﻿ interreligious﻿ conflict,﻿
while﻿it﻿could﻿well﻿be﻿that﻿in﻿other﻿contexts﻿–﻿for﻿example﻿in﻿countries﻿where﻿






























potential﻿ to﻿ act﻿ decreases﻿ the﻿ potential﻿ to﻿ act﻿ of﻿ others﻿ (Arendt﻿ 1998,﻿ 203).﻿
Strength is﻿characterized﻿by﻿increased﻿possibility﻿to﻿act﻿and﻿speak﻿inspired﻿by﻿

















plicable﻿ in﻿ other﻿ contexts?﻿ And﻿ is﻿ that﻿ distinction﻿ a﻿ useful﻿ theoretical﻿
perspective﻿to﻿construct﻿other﻿measurements﻿of﻿religion﻿and﻿conflict,﻿for﻿in-





































malleability﻿ and﻿ functioning,﻿ but﻿ it﻿ is﻿ unique﻿ in﻿ centring﻿ on﻿ transcendence﻿
and﻿in﻿its﻿comprehensive﻿fulfilment﻿of﻿the﻿quest﻿for﻿meaning.﻿We﻿have﻿stressed﻿











































the﻿ theory﻿of﻿cognitive﻿dissonance,﻿we﻿explained﻿ that﻿believers﻿ are﻿ likely﻿ to﻿




cognitive﻿ dissonance﻿ (Cooper﻿ 2007).﻿ Maintaining﻿ cognitive﻿ consistency﻿ is﻿ a﻿










































sions﻿ which﻿ can﻿ contribute﻿ to﻿ interreligious﻿ conflict﻿ are,﻿ for﻿ example,﻿ ideas﻿
about﻿an﻿unchangeable﻿order﻿in﻿society﻿(including﻿the﻿positions﻿of﻿rich﻿and﻿
poor)﻿as﻿pre-given﻿by﻿God.﻿

































force-driven﻿ conflict﻿ (9.3.1.);﻿ the﻿ integration﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ education﻿ with﻿ citi-
zenship﻿education﻿(9.3.2);﻿and﻿the﻿characteristics﻿of﻿successful﻿citizenship﻿ed-
ucation﻿ (9.3.3.).﻿ In﻿ conclusion﻿ we﻿ pay﻿ some﻿ attention﻿ to﻿ the﻿ role﻿ of﻿ the﻿


















for﻿ all﻿ items﻿ measuring﻿ force-driven﻿ religious﻿ conflict).﻿ Although﻿ we﻿ think﻿





we﻿ find﻿ data﻿ that﻿ contradict﻿ our﻿ spontaneous﻿ explanations﻿ of﻿ interreligious﻿
conflict?﻿In﻿the﻿first﻿place,﻿attributions﻿should﻿be﻿checked﻿against﻿facts.﻿Once﻿
we﻿have﻿concluded﻿that﻿a﻿specific﻿conflict﻿between﻿religious﻿groups﻿is﻿rightly﻿















flect﻿ critically﻿ on﻿ the﻿ following﻿ issues:﻿ (1)﻿ human﻿ beings﻿ are﻿ susceptible﻿ to﻿
wrongdoing﻿because﻿of﻿free﻿will;﻿(2)﻿moral﻿responsibility﻿is﻿only﻿possible﻿when﻿
it﻿ is﻿not﻿blamed﻿on﻿circumstances,﻿others﻿or﻿even﻿the﻿Other;﻿(3)﻿the﻿line﻿be-
tween﻿ perpetrator﻿ and﻿ victim﻿ is﻿ not﻿ always﻿ clear-cut,﻿ but﻿ is﻿ often﻿ fuzzy﻿ and﻿






















tural﻿ or﻿ purely﻿ religious﻿ causes.﻿ To﻿ give﻿ two﻿ examples:﻿ we﻿ found﻿ that﻿ more﻿
institutional﻿ religious﻿ practice﻿ correlates﻿ with﻿ more﻿ attribution﻿ of﻿ interreli-
gious﻿conflict﻿to﻿force-driven﻿causes﻿among﻿all﻿groups﻿of﻿respondents﻿(Chris-
tian,﻿ Muslim﻿ and﻿ Hindu);﻿ but﻿ greater﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿ positive﻿ in-group﻿
attitudes﻿is﻿associated﻿with﻿less﻿agreement﻿with﻿force-driven﻿religious﻿conflict﻿























conflict﻿ to﻿certain﻿causes.﻿Critical﻿ reflection﻿on﻿this﻿ relation﻿will﻿enable﻿stu-
dents﻿to﻿adopt﻿a﻿more﻿detached,﻿less﻿biased﻿position﻿towards﻿conflictive﻿events﻿
around﻿them.﻿The﻿critical﻿reflection﻿is﻿not﻿aimed﻿at﻿changing﻿religious﻿beliefs﻿






























relatively﻿high﻿ institutional﻿ religious﻿ involvement﻿attribute﻿conflict﻿between﻿
religious﻿groups﻿mainly﻿to﻿nonreligious﻿reasons﻿(e.g.﻿approval﻿of﻿violence﻿as﻿a﻿
means﻿of﻿effecting﻿social﻿change,﻿ intervention﻿by﻿political﻿ leaders﻿or﻿ linking﻿
ethnic﻿or﻿national﻿identity﻿to﻿a﻿particular﻿religion),﻿or﻿when﻿individuals﻿with﻿





ferences﻿ between﻿ religions﻿ are﻿ a﻿ source﻿ of﻿ mutual﻿ enrichment﻿ and﻿ growth﻿
leads﻿ to﻿ less﻿ agreement﻿ with﻿ force-driven﻿ religious﻿ conflict.﻿ Evaluating﻿ reli-
gious﻿plurality﻿as﻿something﻿positive,﻿even﻿as﻿ ‘part﻿of﻿God’s﻿plan﻿to﻿save﻿the﻿
242 Chapter﻿9
world’,﻿ leads﻿ to﻿ less﻿ recognition﻿ of﻿ force-driven﻿ causes﻿ in﻿ interreligious﻿ con-
flicts.﻿Reflection﻿on﻿this﻿ finding﻿may﻿lead﻿to﻿a﻿more﻿critical﻿attitude﻿towards﻿
personal﻿attributions﻿of﻿interreligious﻿conflict﻿to﻿specific﻿causes.﻿












(renouncing)﻿ possessions,﻿ justice﻿ and﻿ compassion?﻿ And﻿ how﻿ do﻿ these﻿ ideas﻿
appeal﻿to﻿the﻿privileged?﻿Besides,﻿one﻿should﻿also﻿be﻿aware﻿that﻿many﻿personal﻿













ralism﻿ in﻿ conflict﻿ attribution.﻿ Commonality﻿ pluralism﻿ entails﻿ the﻿ belief﻿ that﻿
religions﻿reveal﻿different﻿aspects﻿of﻿the﻿same﻿ultimate﻿reality﻿and﻿contribute﻿
uniquely﻿to﻿(common)﻿ultimate﻿liberation.﻿Why﻿do﻿these﻿convictions﻿bolster﻿
























































There﻿ are﻿ many﻿ different﻿ −﻿ sometimes﻿ opposing﻿ −﻿ concepts﻿ of﻿ citizenship,﻿





















is﻿ actually﻿ a﻿ duty﻿ to﻿ develop﻿ competences﻿ to﻿ organize﻿ plurality.﻿ For﻿ Arendt﻿
(1998,﻿7)﻿plurality﻿is﻿“the﻿condition﻿−﻿not﻿only﻿the﻿conditio sine qua non,﻿but﻿the﻿
conditio per quam﻿−﻿of﻿all﻿political﻿life”,﻿and﻿freedom﻿is﻿the﻿raison d’être﻿of﻿poli-




to﻿ deal﻿ with﻿ differences.﻿ Citizenship﻿ needs﻿ to﻿ create﻿ a﻿ position﻿ of﻿ political﻿
equality﻿for﻿all,﻿from﻿which﻿everybody﻿can﻿raise﻿their﻿own﻿voice﻿and﻿declare﻿
their﻿choice﻿(cf.﻿Van﻿Gunsteren﻿1998,﻿26–27).
Thirdly,﻿ citizenship﻿ should﻿ be﻿ actively﻿ realized﻿ by﻿ citizens.﻿ “While﻿ many﻿
theories﻿focus﻿on﻿the﻿conditions﻿and﻿limits﻿of﻿citizenship,﻿neo-republicanism﻿
































munication,﻿ including﻿ possibilities﻿ to﻿ criticize﻿ the﻿ decisions﻿ of﻿ authorities.﻿


































































































ject﻿A must﻿be﻿prepared﻿to﻿apply﻿F to﻿all﻿other﻿objects﻿resembling﻿A in﻿all﻿rele-






















































in﻿ intercultural﻿ communication﻿ and﻿ help﻿ students﻿ to﻿ develop﻿ intercultural﻿





our﻿ study﻿ we﻿ included﻿ negative﻿ out-group﻿ attitudes﻿ as﻿ a﻿ predictor﻿ of﻿ agree-






































 Appendix A: Colleges participating in the research: location, religious 
affiliation, sex, and respondents participation





1.﻿ Presidency﻿College﻿ Chennai Government Men 103 5.4
2.﻿ Queen﻿Mary﻿College﻿ Chennai Government Women 39 2.0
3.﻿ University﻿of﻿Madras﻿ Chennai Government Co-ed. 73 3.8
4.﻿ Vivekananda﻿College﻿ Chennai Hindu Men 125 6.5
5.﻿ Ethiraj﻿College﻿ Chennai Hindu Women 75 3.9
6.﻿ New﻿College﻿ Chennai Muslim Men 137 7.1
7.﻿ SIET﻿College﻿ Chennai Muslim Women 118 6.1
8.﻿ Madras﻿Christian﻿
College﻿
Chennai Protestant Men 129 6.7
9.﻿ Women’s﻿Christian﻿
College﻿
Chennai Protestant Women 129 6.7
10.﻿ Loyola﻿College﻿ Chennai Catholic Men 119 6.2





Catholic Men 95 4.9
13.﻿ Fatima﻿College﻿ Madurai
(city)
Catholic Women 115 6.0
14.﻿ Holy﻿Cross﻿College﻿ Tiruchirappalli
(city)
Catholic Women 122 6.4
15.﻿ St.﻿Joseph’s﻿College﻿ Cuddalore
(Town)
Catholic Men 124 6.5
16.﻿Auxilium﻿College﻿ Katpadi
(Town)
Catholic Women 139 7.2
17.﻿ Sacred﻿Heart﻿College﻿ Tirupattur
(Town)
Catholic Men 138 7.2
Total 1920 100.0
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Influence of the mass-media
10.﻿ Those﻿who﻿appear﻿in﻿the﻿TV﻿or﻿radio﻿programs﻿linked﻿to﻿your﻿religion




















































5﻿(4).﻿ Did﻿ you﻿ ever﻿ have﻿ an﻿ experience﻿ in﻿ which﻿ everything﻿ seemed﻿ to﻿ disappear﻿
from﻿your﻿mind﻿until﻿you﻿were﻿conscious﻿only﻿of﻿a﻿void﻿(emptiness)?
8﻿(32).﻿ Did﻿you﻿ever﻿have﻿an﻿experience﻿that﻿cannot﻿be﻿expressed﻿in﻿words?










 Appendix E: Questionnaire Models of interpreting religious plurality
Please﻿express﻿your﻿agreement﻿or﻿disagreement﻿with﻿statements﻿that﻿represent﻿differ-
ent﻿ways﻿of﻿understanding﻿your﻿religion﻿and﻿the﻿other﻿religions.﻿Your﻿answer﻿





































 Appendix F: Questionnaire Religiocentrism
Section﻿to﻿be﻿answered﻿only﻿by﻿Christians﻿(Catholics,﻿Protestants,﻿and﻿those﻿of﻿other﻿




































































Religious causes of conflicts between religious groups
1.﻿ Affirming﻿one’s﻿religion,﻿where﻿there﻿are﻿many﻿religions,﻿encourages﻿religious﻿
conflict.
5.﻿ The﻿ belief﻿ in﻿ the﻿ necessity﻿ of﻿ bloody﻿ sacrifices﻿ upheld﻿ by﻿ some﻿ religions﻿ in-
spires﻿religious﻿conflict.
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